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ABSTRACT 

 

The clustered gamma-protocadherins regulate cortical interneuron programmed cell 

death 

Walter Rene Mancia Leon 

In the field of neurodevelopmental biology, what regulates the production of cells and how the 

final number of cells is determined in the central nervous system (CNS) remains one of the long-

standing questions. Indeed, what ultimately determines the brain size and how the final number 

of neurons is computed in the CNS remains unknown. What makes this question more intriguing 

is that in the CNS, a supernumerary number of neurons is produced in development. Excess 

neurons are eliminated postnatally through PCD (PCD). Hence PCD is a developmental feature 

necessary to establish the final number of neurons in each region of the brain.  Yet,  how PCD is 

regulated in the CNS and what molecules are involved in its regulation remains controversial and 

largely unresolved.   

 

In my thesis, I introduce a set of fifty-eight cell-adhesion molecules named clustered 

protocadherins (Pcdhs) and show evidence that these molecules are key to establishing the final 

inhibitory neuronal population in the cerebral cortex through the regulation of PCD. The 58 Pcdh 

genes are tandemly arranged into three smaller gene clusters: alpha (Pcdhα), beta (Pcdhβ) and 

gamma (Pcdhγ). Given the genomic complexity of Pcdhs, I first use a series of whole cluster 

genetic deletions of the Pcdhs gene locus to probe the function of Pcdhα, Pcdhβ or Pcdhγ in the 

regulation of cIN cell death in mice. Using these cluster deletion mice, we show that Pcdhγ genes, 

but not Pcdhα or Pcdhβ genes, are required for the survival of approximately 50% of cINs through 

a BAX-dependent mechanism. I then probe whether cINs compete for survival using PCHDγs by 

employing a co-transplantation assay I developed. My data suggest that indeed Pcdhγ-deficient 

and wild-type (WT) cINs of the same age compete for survival in a mechanism that involves 
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Pcdhγ. Surprisingly, three-dimensional reconstructions and patch-clamp recordings indicate that 

the Pcdhγ mutant cells have similar morphology, excitability and receive similar numbers of 

inhibitory and excitatory synaptic inputs compared to wild type cINs. 

 

Next, I investigated which Pcdhγ genes are key to the regulation of cIN survival. The Pcdhγ gene 

cluster encodes 22 unique isoforms, which are subclassified as A-type, B-type, or C-type 

isoforms. Importantly, deletion of the C-type isoforms (Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5), but not 

of the A-type or B-type Pcdhγs, results in neonatal lethality. Hence, to compare in the same host 

microenvironment the survival of cINs carrying WT or mutant Pcdhγ and to bypass neonatal 

lethality, I developed a co-transplantation assay using two different reporter systems (GFP and 

RFP). Using this assay and a series of constitutive Pcdhγ isoform deletions mice, I found that the 

A- and B-type Pcdhγ have no significant role in cIN PCD.  However, the removal of Pcdhγ C-type 

isoforms (Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5), and in particular the sole removal of Pcdhγc4, 

resulted in increased cIN cell death.  Together these transplantation experiments suggested that 

survival of cINs largely depends on the expression of Pcdhγc4, but not expression of Pcdhγc3 or 

Pcdhγc5, in cINs.   

 

To complement observations above, I developed lentiviral constructs to overexpress Pcdhγc4 or 

Pcdhγc5 in cIN precursors that lack the entire Pcdhγ gene set.  I found that the expression of 

Pcdhγc4, but not that of Pcdhγc5, significantly rescued a fraction of cINs destined to die.   

 

Lastly and in collaboration with Andrea Hasentaub and Michael Striker laboratories, we probed 

the activity of cINs carrying or lacking a full set of Pcdhγ genes using two-photon calcium imaging 

across the period of cell death (data not included)
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In summary, my thesis work identifies for the first time a cell-adhesion molecule involved in the 

regulation of PCD in cINs and shows evidence that among all Pcdh genes, Pcdhγc4 is key for 

determining the final number of cINs for the cortex. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

a. Statement about  development 

Mammalian development is one of the most beautiful biological phenomena in the realm of 

biology.  The rules that guide cells to proliferate, migrate, die, and assemble into the complex 

functional tissues and organs remain largely unknown. Remarkably, these elemental processes 

governing embryonic development are played out in every developing part of the embryo.  For 

example, cell proliferation and cell death, two contrasting developmental features, are 

necessary for the growth and morphogenesis of all organs including that of the brain.  

 

Among  the developmental processes, perhaps the most intriguing and fascinating, is 

that of the nervous system. In mammals the nervous system is composed of the peripheral and 

central nervous system, and  together they are responsible for perception, controlling activity 

across the entire body and behavior.  The brain and spinal cord are the two components that 

make up the central nervous system.  The brain, and particularly the forebrain  has evolved in 

some mammalian species to arguably become the most complex organ.  This intricate network 

of cells consisting mainly of neurons and glial cells is derived from a simple epithelial sheet, the 

neuroepithelium, that appears in mice around embryonic day (E) 9.5 (V. S. Chen et al. 2017).  

This single layer of cells in the neural tube undergoes a remarkable transformation giving rise to 

specialized formations that will form the various parts of the central nervous system.  For 

example the telencephalon develops in the most anterior part of the neural tube as a pair of 

bilateral vesicle-like swelling formations.  Each swelling develops into one of the two brain 

hemispheres.    

  

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/iR58
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b. Development of pallial radial glial cells and excitatory neurons 

The pallium, subpallium and septum are among the first regional distinctions that emerge in the 

telencephalon.  The dorsal region of the telencephalon, which is also called the pallium, 

becomes the neocortex, and  it is  also the source of all the excitatory neurons in the cerebral 

cortex.  The pallium develops multiple layers, including the  cortical plate, the most superficial 

layer  where most newborn neurons twill ultimately reside, the  subventricular zone which is rich 

in intermediate precursor cells (IPCs), and the ventricular-subventricular zone (VZ/SVZ) where 

the radial glial cells (RGC) exist.   

 

RGCs are derived from the neuroepithelial cells and function as the neural stem cells for 

the production of most neurons and glial cells in the CNS.  RGCs serve as progenitor cells for 

other RGCs (self-renewals), IPCs, neurons and glia (Stephen C. Noctor et al. 2004; Haubensak 

et al. 2004; Lui, Hansen, and Kriegstein 2011).  A subpopulation of RGCs also transitions into 

neural stem cells that reside in the walls of the ventricles in the postnatal brain.  RGCs also 

provide a scaffold for newly generated neurons to migrate(S. C. Noctor et al. 2001).  Early in 

development RGCs have an apical process that contacts the ventricle exposing this small apical 

ending and the primary cilia to the components of  the cerebrospinal fluid.  Early RGCs also 

have a basal process that is anchored to the pial surface.   In mice as well as in humans, RGCs 

residing in the ventricular zone are generally referred to as ventricular RGCs (vRGCs).  A 

second type of RGCs is located in the outer subventricular zone, and are referred to as  outer 

RGCs (oRGCs). oRGCs lack an apical contact to the cerebrospinal fluid, maintain a process 

that contacts the pia or blood vessels, and are enriched in large brain mammals such as 

humans (Hansen et al. 2010; Smart 2002; Reillo et al. 2011; Fietz et al. 2010).  As the cortex 

grows in size, RGCs lose their pial contact but retain a basal  process that can contact blood 

vessels.  Notably, vRGCs are not only distinctly from oRGCs in the location of their cell bodies, 

these two cell types have unique gene expression profiles (Pollen et al. 2015). Importantly, in 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/3pXQ+ucyv+ZLbt
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/3pXQ+ucyv+ZLbt
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/iWEn
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/TRpA+kXi2+wwF4+mGZ7
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/Vktm
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humans a large number of oRGCs along with an increased number of IPCs has been 

associated with protracted development and the expansion of the human cerebral cortex 

(Hansen et al. 2010; Borrell and Götz 2014). Newly generated neuroblasts migrate along the 

basal processes of RGCs to populate the developing cortex in an inside out manner; early born 

neurons populate deeper cortical layers, whereas late born neurons make up the upper layers 

of the cortex.  The majority, if not all of the neurons derived from the pallial VZ and SVZ become 

excitatory neurons that express the neurotransmitter glutamate.  

 

c.  Radial glial cells and inhibitory neurons in the subpallium 

The ventral telencephalon or subpallium generates cells to form basal ganglia, such as the 

striatum and globus pallidus.  Interestingly, however, ventral germinal zones are also the source 

of most, if not all, inhibitory neurons in the neocortex (Tan and Shi 2013).  RGCs and IPCs in 

the subpallium are also responsible for generating a diverse pool of neurons to various parts of 

the brain including GABAergic projection neurons for globus pallidus (Nóbrega-Pereira et al. 

2010) and amygdala (Hirata et al. 2009), cINs for the striatum(Deacon, Pakzaban, and Isacson 

1994; Marıń, Anderson, and Rubenstein 2000) and olfactory bulb (H. Wichterle et al. 2001) and 

cholinergic neurons that reside in the basal telencephalon(Marín and Rubenstein 2003).  

 

d. Setting up the main question of this thesis work 

From the above, it is clear that the cerebral cortex derives its neurons from two sources that 

separate in development.  In fact, the excitatory neurons are locally derived from the pallium, 

but the inhibitory neurons need to migrate tangentially a long distance from subpallium to reach 

the cortex.   How the final number of these cell populations is determined remains fundamental 

to understanding how the proper levels of excitation and inhibition are established during 

development.  An intriguing aspect about the development of cerebral cortex neurons is that 

both the  pallium and subpallium produce a supernumerary number of neurons during 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/TRpA+Rsyz
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/AX5Y
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/Fc38
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/Fc38
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/UNZH
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/JqHA+wwjR
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/JqHA+wwjR
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/5lLuj
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/QE8s
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embryonic development. This surplus of neurons is eliminated in mice through programmed cell 

death (PCD), a process that occurs perinatally for excitatory neurons and postnatally for 

inhibitory neurons.  The overproduction of cortical neurons raises  several fundamental 

questions including why neurons are overproduced, how is the process of elimination regulated 

and whether these two distinct populations of cells interact to regulate their survival.   

 

e. Introduction to cIN development 

Perhaps most intriguing is how cIN numbers are adjusted after their long tangential migration 

from the ventral telencephalon.   Before explaining this problem in more detail, I will further 

explain the origin and remarkable migration of these populations of essential inhibitory neurons 

of the cerebral cortex.  In humans, the cerebral cortex is a highly folded structure, consisting of 

many sulci and gyri to accommodate a greatly expanded (compared to most other mammalian 

species) surface area and a large number of cells.  In mice, for example, the cerebral cortex has 

a smooth surface and is 1000-fold smaller.  At the microscopic level however, the 

cytoarchitecture of the cerebral cortex is strikingly similar.  The cerebral cortex is organized into 

a six-layered structure that is readily distinguished by the density and types of cells in each 

layer.  While great efforts have been made to uncover the many subtypes of neurons existing in 

the cortex, neurons are broadly classified as explained above into excitatory (EN) or inhibitory 

(cIN).  In the mouse cortex, GLUTAmatergic ENs amount to roughly seventy to eighty percent of 

all neurons while GABAergic cINs comprise about twenty to thirty percent of the total neuronal 

population (Hendry et al. 1987; Markram et al. 2004; Sherwood et al. 2010). In the human 

cerebral cortex the proportion of cINs is consistently higher than that of mice, with some cortical 

regions displaying similar proportions of EN and cINs (Fang et al. 2022). While usually smaller 

in proportion,  cINs are essential for gating and modulating activity in the brain.  Indeed, 

dysfunction or changes in the number of cINs is a hallmark of several neurological disorders 

(Rubenstein and Merzenich 2003; Lewis, Hashimoto, and Volk 2005; Chao et al. 2010; Marín 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/Hcak+MW7V+CBip
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/Kjty
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/tQy8+BQGq+JKo6+hA1H+fucP+Pp3r
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2012; Verret et al. 2012; Rossignol 2011).  Given the pivotal role that cINs play in regulating the 

level of cortical inhibition, how sufficient numbers of these cells are produced in their sites of 

birth, and ultimately how  their number is adjusted by PCD are key features of cerebral cortex 

development and essential for proper brain function. 

 

f. Specification and birth of cINs 

As explained above, while ENs are born locally in the developing pallial cortex, cINs are 

produced in the subpallium.  The subpallium is anatomically divided into the caudal, lateral, and 

medial ganglionic eminences (CGE, LGE and MGE respectively),  and preoptic area (PoA).  

These germinal zones are also defined by unique marker expression, and in the types of 

neurons they produce.   Indeed, the emergence of GABAergic cIN diversification is in part due 

to the regional and temporal marker expression in these subpallial regions.   

 

For example, the LGE can be readily distinguished by the combinatorial expression of 

Pax6, Meis2 (Low in MGE) and Gsx2 (low in MGE)(Su et al. 2022; Pei et al. 2011). Expression 

of NKX2.1 alone demarcates the MGE from the CGE and LGE (Sussel et al. 1999; Corbin et al. 

2003). However, the MGE can also be distinctly distinguished by the combinatorial expression 

of the transcription factors Lhx6, Nkx6.2 and Nkx2.2 (Alifragis, Liapi, and Parnavelas 2004; 

Sousa et al. 2009; Fogarty et al. 2007; Flames et al. 2007).  The CGE is rich in Coup-TFII 

positive progenitor cells (Kanatani et al. 2008).  Lastly, the PoA can be distinguished by the 

combinatorial expression of Nkx2.1,and  Nkx2.5,  and Dbx1(Gelman et al. 2009).  

 

While the function of some of the regionally expressed genes within the GEs has been 

known, the role of many of these genes still remain largely understudied. Many of the above 

regionally expressed genes exert more than one function during development. For example, the 

transcription factor Pax6 plays a role in proliferation, laminar fate specification and neuronal 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/tQy8+BQGq+JKo6+hA1H+fucP+Pp3r
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/JW1T+09wV
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/on2T+AkPS
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/on2T+AkPS
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/E1xP+tsL8V+ftcKJ+aXdI
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/E1xP+tsL8V+ftcKJ+aXdI
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/diQ9
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/KcJe
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migration(Manuel et al. 2015). Gsx2 is a transcription factor that is required for LGE 

specification and  key for maintaining LGE progenitors in an undifferentiated state (Pei et al. 

2011) while the transcription factor Meis2 is important for the differentiation of LGE precursor 

cells (Su et al. 2022). In the MGE, NKX2.1 and NKX6.2 are required for the specification of PV+ 

and SST+ cINs (Sussel et al. 1999; Sousa et al. 2009; Fogarty et al. 2007) while Lhx6 plays an 

important role in the migration of MGE-derived cINs to the developing cortex (Alifragis, Liapi, 

and Parnavelas 2004).  Nkx2.2 plays a role in the specification of  oligodendrocyte cells (Cai et 

al. 2010). In the CGE COUP-TFII plays an important role in specifying the unique migratory 

behavior of CGE cells (Kanatani et al. 2008).  

 

Fate mapping studies have shown that the types, composition, and  number of neurons 

arising from each of the above germinal zones varies significantly. For example, the LGE 

primarily gives rise to striatal medium spiny neurons and olfactory bulb  cINs that include 

granular cells, periglomerular cells and short‐axon cells(sussel 1999 and Wichterle 199).  The 

CGE generates gabaergic projection neurons for the amygdala and is the second largest source 

of  cINs for neocortex and hippocampus  (Nery, Fishell, and Corbin 2002).  About 30% of all 

cINs are born in the CGE and express the vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP) or Reelin 

(RLN) (Miyoshi et al. 2010; Rudy et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2010).  The medial ganglionic eminence 

(MGE) produces GABAergic projection neurons for the globus pallidus,   cINs for striatum and 

cortex, and cholinergic neurons that reside in the basal telencephalon (Sussel et al. 1999; 

Hynek Wichterle et al. 1999; Zhao et al. 2003).  MGE-derived cINs make up roughly 60% of all 

cINs in cortex and express parvalbumin (PV) or somatostatin (SST) largely in a non-overlapping 

manner.  The remaining 10% of all cINs are derived from the PoA and express PV, SST or RLN 

(Anastasiades and Butt 2011; Gelman, Marín, and Rubenstein 2012; Hernández-Miranda, 

Parnavelas, and Chiara 2010; Wonders and Anderson 2006).  Together the MGE, CGE and 

PoA, in mice, generate all cINs that reside in the cerebral cortex.  In the more complex primate 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/AgT2
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/09wV
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/09wV
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/JW1T
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/on2T+tsL8V+ftcKJ
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/E1xP
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/E1xP
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/dI11
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/dI11
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/diQ9
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/3kGm
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/XWOUj+TTiD+K921
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/on2T+tUmA+swBp
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/on2T+tUmA+swBp
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/r2W4+GNLG+Zj8C+d3Y6
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/r2W4+GNLG+Zj8C+d3Y6
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brain, it has been suggested that a subpopulation of striatal  cINs and cINs, is derived from 

pallium and LGE (Delgado et al. 2022; Letinic, Zoncu, and Rakic 2002; Petanjek, Berger, and 

Esclapez 2009).  However, the CGE and MGE remain a very important source of cIN in the 

human cerebral cortex, with expanded proliferation and amplification of IPCs in the MGE 

(Hansen et al. 2013; Alzu’bi et al. 2017; M. F. Paredes et al. 2022; T. Ma et al. 2013).  

 

Notably, the diversity of cINs in the cortex not only stems from regional differences in 

gene expression of key transcription factors in the different subpallial germinal zones, but also 

from changes in the timing of development.  Generally cINs are produced between E11.5 and 

E16.5. In the MGE, early born progenitors have a bias for the production of SST positive cINs 

while later born progenitors tend to produce more PV cINs(Valcanis and Tan 2003; Butt et al. 

2005; Miyoshi et al. 2007; Wonders et al. 2008; Batista-Brito and Fishell 2009). Generation of 

cINs in the CGE starts later than that in the MGE; hence while neurogenesis peaks around 

E13.5 in the MGE, the CGE production of neurons peaks around E15.5 (Butt et al. 2005; Nery, 

Fishell, and Corbin 2002).  Accordingly, early born neurons tend to occupy deeper cortical areas 

while late born neurons settle in more superficial  layers of the cortex (Valcanis and Tan 2003; 

Miyoshi et al. 2007).  Indeed, the final layer position of cINs in the cortex is also a reflection of 

their place and time of birth. MGE-born cINs generally occupy deeper layers, while CGE-derived 

cINs are more frequently found in the upper cortical layers (Butt et al. 2005).  

 

g. cIN Migration 

Postmitotic cINs exit the MGE and CGE in the subpallium through various routes to reach their 

final destination: LGE  cINs migrate rostrally to the olfactory bulb (OB) along the rostral 

migratory stream (RMS) a process that is retained postnatally (Hynek Wichterle et al. 1999; Lois 

and Alvarez-Buylla 1994; Luskin 1993).  In contrast, MGE- and CGE- derived cINs migrate 

tangentially and mostly dorsally to the cortex during a restricted period of embryonic 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/LhyC+SUNX+Tin9
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/LhyC+SUNX+Tin9
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/9sH0z+BYE8+y62D+aISa
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/BDzX+T1xE+AIyu+NzMJ+Q88i
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/BDzX+T1xE+AIyu+NzMJ+Q88i
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/T1xE+3kGm
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/T1xE+3kGm
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/BDzX+AIyu
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/BDzX+AIyu
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/T1xE
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/tUmA+VjjR+pCUT
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/tUmA+VjjR+pCUT
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development (S. Anderson 1999; Parnavelas 2000; Lavdas et al. 1999; Hynek Wichterle et al. 

1999; Sussel et al. 1999; H. Wichterle et al. 2001; N. Tamamaki, Fujimori, and Takauji 1997; 

Tanaka et al. 2003; Tong Ma et al. 2012; Miyoshi et al. 2010).   A subpopulation of MGE- and 

pallial- derived  cINs also joins the RMS and migrates into the olfactory bulb to generate specific 

subtypes of  cINs (Delgado et al. 2020).  In contrast to newborn cortical projection neurons, cINs 

must travel far greater distances and change modes of migration to reach their final location.  

Indeed, cINs first migrate tangentially long distances from their birthplace to reach the cortical 

plate where they switch to a radial migration mode to reach their final layer position within the 

cortex.  In the developing human brain, cINs must migrate significantly greater distances given 

the larger brain size and cIN migration is retained for protracted periods that extend into 

postnatal stages of development (M. F. Paredes et al. 2022) , a testament to the remarkable 

migratory capacity of young cINs.  

 

h. Cell death and the neurotrophin hypothesis.   

Programmed cell death(PCD) is an essential feature to the development of all organs.  Among 

neurons, PCD has been best characterized in the peripheral nervous system and is explained 

through the neurotrophic factor hypothesis. In the peripheral nervous system, neurons are 

overproduced and their survival depends on limited availability of factors secreted by the target 

tissues (Huang and Reichardt, 2001; Aloe and Chaldakov, 2013; Oppenheim and Carolanne, 

2013, Cowan, 2001, Levi-Montalcini, 1987, Oppenheim, 1991, Purves et al., 1988, Raff, 1992). 

For example, the number of surviving dorsal root ganglion sensory neurons (DRG) expressing 

the TrkA,TrkB or TrkC receptors is determined by limited availability of trophic factors secreted 

by the target tissue these neurons innervate such as the skin and muscles (Huang and 

Reichardt 2001). In this order, TrkA+ DRG neurons are dependent on nerve growth factor 

(NGF), TrkB+ DRG neurons are dependent on neurotrophin-3 (NT3) and TrkB+ DRG neurons 

depend on brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) for survival (Hamburger and Yip 1984), 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/2d3X+KPw3+RZWT+tUmA+on2T+5lLuj+1zr5+Y7DQ+W0j7+XWOUj
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/2d3X+KPw3+RZWT+tUmA+on2T+5lLuj+1zr5+Y7DQ+W0j7+XWOUj
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/2d3X+KPw3+RZWT+tUmA+on2T+5lLuj+1zr5+Y7DQ+W0j7+XWOUj
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/aMsc
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/y62D
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib31
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib1
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib51
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib51
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1534580715000623#bib28
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1534580715000623#bib83
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1534580715000623#bib109
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1534580715000623#bib114
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1534580715000623#bib115
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/sLj2
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/sLj2
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/6GKS
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(Mousavi and Jasmin 2006), (Oakley et al. 1997). Other trophic factors (and their corresponding 

receptors) that are key to the regulation neuronal PCD include NT4(TrkC), GDNF (Ret) and 

Neurturin (Ret)(Enomoto et al. 2000; Huang and Reichardt 2001) . Importantly, the trophic 

factors mentioned above exist in a limited amount in their existing locations.  Altogether, the 

studies above along with many others point to the notion that the limited nature of neurotrophic 

factors available in each target tissue is only sufficient to support survival of a given number of 

those projections neurons that innervate the target tissue. 

 

i. Neuronal programmed cell death in the cortex. 

As explained above, during embryonic development, cINs are produced in the ganglionic 

eminences, migrate to the cortex, and become integrated with local cells including local 

excitatory neurons and other inhibitory cells.  Previous work in the Alvarez-Buylla 

laboratory(Southwell et al. 2012) identified a period of PCD that results in the elimination of 

nearly 40% of the population of cINs that had integrated into the cortex. This process of cIN cell 

death occurs between postnatal day (P) 1 and P15, and peaks around 10 to 15 days after cINs 

are born. Given the large amount of data supporting the neurotrophic hypothesis and the fact 

that brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) constitutes the most abundant neurotrophin in the 

CNS (Huang and Reichardt, 2001; Aloe and Chaldakov, 2013; Oppenheim and Carolanne, 

2013),  how the final number of cINs that survive is determined could potentially be explained by 

a limited supply of BDNF in the neocortex (explained below).  Data in support and against this 

hypothesis exists. For example, Alcántara S. et al. reported increased numbers of apoptotic 

cells in the brains of TrkB knockout mice (Alcántara et al. 1997). Others, however, have found 

no changes in neuronal number upon the overexpression or removal of the TrkB throughout the 

CNS(Rauskolb et al. 2010; Silos-Santiago et al. 1997; Nikoletopoulou et al. 2010).  Recent work 

from the Alvarez-Buylla Laboratory strongly suggests that BDNF does not play a role in the 

regulation of the naturally occurring PCD postnatally in cINs. Indeed,  heterochronically 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/yQsN
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/TVXP
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/1z89+sLj2
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib31
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib1
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib51
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib51
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/bQpg
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/o2M6+eKwL
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/JDF0
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/o2M6+eKwL
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transplanted cIN precursors cells that carry or lack the BDNF receptor TrkB display essentially 

similar survival  (Southwell et al. 2012).  Still, it  remains unknown if other neurotrophins play a 

role in the selection of cINs that form part of the mature circuit, and how PCD is regulated 

remains unclear and controversial - discussed more in detail below(Duan et al. 2020; Wong et 

al. 2018; Southwell et al. 2012).   

 

Interestingly, Glutamatergic ENs also undergo a period of PCD  that occurs between P2 

and P5, largely before the peak of cIN cell death in the cortex at P7(Wong et al. 2018). The 

significance of the sequential waves of PCD, first for ENs and then among cINs in the cortex 

remains unknown. What makes the process of cIN cell death in the cortex more intriguing is its 

timing and location. While most cINs are born between E11.5  and 16.5, their elimination occurs 

postnatally (10-15 days later) and in the cortex, far from their birthplace.  It is also during this 

period that synchronized patterns of activity have been observed in most regions of the 

developing CNS including the cerebral cortex (Yuste et al. 1995; Dupont et al. 2006; Allene et 

al., n.d.; Khazipov and Luhmann 2006; Luhmann et al. 2016; Y. Ben-Ari et al. 1989). During the 

first week of postnatal cortical development, these spontaneous patterns of activity are driven by 

gap junction-mediated, glutamate-receptors and/or GABA receptor activation (Heiko J Luhmann 

2018).   

 

The emergence of such patterns of activity in the developing cortex correlates with 1) the 

period when cINs increase their morphological complexity (this thesis),  2) the time when 

synaptic connectivity increases (Seress, Frotscher, and Ribak 1989; Yang et al. 2012; Connors, 

Benardo, and Prince 1983; Tyzio et al. 1999; Yehezkel Ben-Ari et al. 2004; Agmon, Hollrigel, 

and O’Dowd 1996), and  3) with the onset of cIN PCD (Egorov and Draguhn 2013; Blanquie et 

al. 2017).  Indeed, several groups have proposed that cIN PCD in the cortex is regulated 

through activity-dependent mechanisms (Wong et al., 2018; Denaxa et al., 2018; Duan et al., 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/GEwl+vrhL+fGZH
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/GEwl+vrhL+fGZH
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vrhL
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/S7XG+rzqL+xdBM+cqxW+1s2G+GoXy
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/S7XG+rzqL+xdBM+cqxW+1s2G+GoXy
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/RUiS
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/RUiS
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/zCNA+GlLR+7Y8v+tk1s+qT2k
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/zCNA+GlLR+7Y8v+tk1s+qT2k
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/6wJw
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/6wJw
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/zCNA+GlLR+7Y8v+tk1s+qT2k
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/Y5ST+6D1Y
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/Y5ST+6D1Y
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib71
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib12
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib13
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2020; Priya et al., 2018). Perhaps the most compelling evidence comes from Nathalie De Marco 

Laboratory at Cornell University from a study published in Cell Neuron in 2020 (Duan et al. 

2020), where they show that GABA transmission plays an important role in the regulation of 

network activity in the somatosensory cortex. Indeed, blocking vesicular GABA release in cINs 

via the Lhx6Cre;Vgatfl/fl mouse line or the loss of function of the GABA receptor from ENs via the  

Emx1Cre;GABAAγ2fl/fl mouse line,  led to a higher participation of cINs and ENs in correlated 

network activity and concomitantly to a decrease in the levels of normal cell death (Duan et al. 

2020). In contrast, decreasing the activity of cINs via expression of Kir2.1 led to decreased 

participation of cINs in network activity and to a simultaneous increase in apoptosis (Duan et al. 

2020).   

 

While the above work suggests that activity is essential for survival of MGE derived cINs 

during the normal period of cell death, it remains unclear how GABA leads to increased 

participation of cINs and ENs in network activity. It is also unclear whether increased activity in 

cINs or ENs plays a role in the selection of cINs that will survive or undergo cell death. It is 

plausible that increased activity leads to the general activation of survival pathways, and that 

this process is independent of the process of selecting cINs that are eliminated during PCD. 

Finally, the prevailing hypothesis suggests that GABA has an excitatory role during the first of 

postnatal week of development, hence loss of GABA release should in theory result in reduced 

pyramidal cell participation and not in their increased participation as suggested by the above 

results.  

 

Several questions emerge from the aforementioned observations including 1) why so 

many cINs undergo such an extensive migration to the cortex, to then die,  2) what function cINs 

destined to die have prior to their elimination, and 3) what are the molecules that regulate PCD 

https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib13
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib54
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/GEwl
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/GEwl
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/GEwl
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/GEwl
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/GEwl
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/GEwl
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among cINs in the cortex. My thesis work begins to explore key molecules that regulate PCD in 

cINs.  

 

Before introducing my thesis work I will further discuss the main bodies of work that 

attempt to explain how PCD is regulated in the cortex, including work that refutes BDNF-drive 

survival, work that supports activity-driven survival and work from the Alvarez-Buylla laboratory 

that proposes a cell or population model for the regulation of cIN numbers in the cortex.  

 

CHAPTER 2: THESIS STRUCTURE  

a. Regulation of programed cell death through a cell or population 

mechanism  

Subpallial immature cINs show a unique capacity to migrate, differentiate, and integrate into 

neural circuits following heterochronic transplantation (Southwell et al. 2014; Larimer et al. 

2016, 2017; Southwell et al. 2012, 2010; Tang et al. 2014), a feature that largely reflects their 

ontogeny: during development subpallial-derived cINs must migrate long distance, differentiate 

and survive in an environment that is distinct from their site of birth. Remarkably, transplanted 

MGE and CGE progenitors closely follow the developmental time-course of endogenous cINs, 

including timing of migration (H. Wichterle et al. 2001), the extent and timing of PCD (Southwell 

et al. 2012), the timing of differentiation and proportions of cIN subtypes that emerge (Larimer et 

al. 2016). Together these observations point to an intrinsic clock regulating the development of 

cINs, including their period of developmental cell death. Indeed, the heterochronic 

transplantation of MGE precursor cells shows that cIN cell death occurs in accordance with the 

age of the grafted cells, that is  7 to 21 days after birth (Southwell et al. 2012), and not 

according to the age of the host.  

 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/JHo7+n3Kh3+AfrdQ+fGZH+nW4w+YXb1
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/JHo7+n3Kh3+AfrdQ+fGZH+nW4w+YXb1
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/5lLuj
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/n3Kh3
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/n3Kh3
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
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Heterochronic transplantation experiments of MGE precursor cells suggest that the 

regulation of PCD is not dependent on BDNF availability; however these experiments did not 

exclude a role in survival for other local trophic support.  In order to decouple the activation of 

PCD in cINs from other local factors that could play a role in its regulation, heterochronic 

transplantation was used to introduce varying numbers of embryonic cIN precursor cells into the 

neocortex of WT mice. The rationale behind this was that if survival of cINs occurred in a trophic 

signal-dependent state,  the amount of cIN cell death should increase with larger transplant 

sizes if survival is determined by intercellular competition for extrinsically derived signals.  

Surprisingly, the proportion of transplanted surviving cINs in the host brain microenvironment is 

constant across grafts of various sizes,  arguing against an extrinsic trophic-dependent survival 

mechanism (Southwell et al. 2012). 

 

Together, heterochronic transplantation experiments of cIN precursor cells suggest that 

PCD among cINs in the cortex is largely regulated through intrinsic mechanisms at the cell or 

population level.  Furthermore,  heterochronic transplantation of cIN precursor cells decouples 

the age of the grafted cells from that of host cells (cINs and ENs), and also uncouples early 

postnatal host activity from that of the grafted cells.  Since heterochronically transplanted cINs 

undergo PCD in a proportion that closely resembles that of host cINs (~40% reduction in cell 

number, see Figure 9 and Supplement Figure 10. ), and the amount of cell death does not scale 

up with increasing graft sizes, then host activity fails to explain why the same fraction of cINs 

survive across multiple graft sizes. Under the trophic or host activity-dependent mechanism, 

higher proportions of cells are expected to survive in small grafts, assuming a finite supply of 

trophic factors or activity is provided by the local microenvironment.  One potential explanation 

for the above observations is that a secreted molecule or the activity within the grafted cINs 

scales up to regulate survival among the transplanted cells. Together these observations 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
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suggest that while activity is key to cIN survival, transplantation experiments suggest that 

regulation of PCD occurs through a cell or population mechanism within cINs.  

 

From the above work, several cell or population intrinsic mechanistic models have been 

proposed to account for the adjustment of cINs in the cortex during PCD including 1) a 

proportion of cINs may carry defects possibly  produced during their production in the MGE and 

these cells are eliminated postnatally by PCD, 2) an intrinsic molecular clock is activated in cINs 

postnatally that triggers apoptosis in a transient population of cINs that have a transitory 

function and 3) cINs in the cortex compete among themselves for survival factors that include 

molecules secreted among themselves, activity or through contact dependent mechanisms.  

 

b. Thesis hypothesis 

My thesis work explores the latter mechanistic hypothesis: cINs compete for survival 

among themselves using cell-adhesion molecules that allow them to interact among 

themselves.  I proposed that clustered protocadherins(Pcdhs), which have been implicated in 

PCD in retina and spinal cord (see below) could be involved in such a mechanism.  Note that 

interactions of cIN among themselves, possibly mediated by protocadherins, does not preclude 

additional interactions with other cell types including the ENs;  given the diversity and function of 

clustered Pcdhs, these set of adhesion proteins could be also involved in informing individual 

young cINs what other cells they are interacting with. Given that cINs undergo long migration 

from the subpallium to reach the cortex where they interact with local ENs, we reason that cell-

adhesion molecules might play a role in PCD.  

 

c. The Clustered Protocadherins 

The clustered protocadherins (Pcdhs) (Wu and Maniatis, 1999, Add Yagi) are a set of cell 

surface homophilic-binding proteins implicated in neuronal tiling, arborization, survival and axon 

https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib73
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targeting (Wang et al., 2002b; Lefebvre et al., 2012, Lefebvre et al., 2008; Katori et al., 2017; 

Mountoufaris et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2017). In the mouse, the clustered Pcdh gene locus 

encodes a total of 58 isoforms that are arranged in three tandemly arranged gene clusters, 

alpha, beta and gamma: Pcdhα, Pcdhβ, and Pcdhγ (Wu et al., 2001). The Pcdhα and Pcdhγ 

isoforms are each composed of a set of 14 and 22 large variable exons respectively, each 

coding for the extracellular, transmembrane, and most-proximal intracellular segment of a 

protocadherin.  Each Pcdh variable exon is transcribed from its own promoter (Canzio et al. 

2019; Esumi et al. 2005; Tasic et al. 2002; Wang, Su, and Bradley 2002; Wu and Maniatis 

1999). Three additional exons, found at the 3’ end of  the Pcdhα or Pcdhγ gene clusters, are 

alternatively sci-spliced to each variable exon, and code for the most-distal intracellular domain 

of a Pcdh, proving a common cytoplasmic region to all Pcdh isoforms within each subcluster 

(Wu and Maniatis, 1999,Tasic et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2002a). The 22 Pcdhβ isoforms are 

encoded by single exon genes encoding both extracellular, transmembrane, and cytoplasmic 

domains (Wu and Maniatis, 1999).   

 

Single cell RT-PCR studies in cerebellar Purkinje cells suggest that each neuron 

expresses around 15 clustered Pcdh isoforms that include 10 stochastically expressed alternate 

Pcdhα, Pcdhβ, and Pcdhγ  isoforms in addition to 5 constitutively expressed C-type isoforms 

(Pcdhαc1, Pcdhαc2, Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5)(Esumi et al., 2005; Kaneko et al., 2006; 

Mountoufaris et al., 2017). This mode of expression potentially endows each neuron with a 

unique combinatorial Pcdh code (Canzio et al., 2019), but also suggests an important role for 

the constitutive C-type Pcdh genes. Indeed, the C-type isoforms in the Pcdhγ cluster (Pcdhγc3, 

Pcdhγc4, and Pcdhγc5) are required for the postnatal survival of mice (Wang et al., 2002b; 

Hasegawa et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2012).   

 

https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib69
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib41
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib40
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib35
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib47
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib11
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib72
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/zK5y+ImHf+0fMm+OI5p+EbbZ
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/zK5y+ImHf+0fMm+OI5p+EbbZ
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/zK5y+ImHf+0fMm+OI5p+EbbZ
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib73
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib67
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib68
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib73
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib16
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib33
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib47
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib6
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib69
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib23
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374#bib10
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In this thesis work, I used a series of genetic deletions of the cluster Pcdh gene locus to 

probe the role of clustered Pcdhs in the regulation of cIN cell death in mice. In the first part of 

my thesis work, we show that Pcdhγ genes, but not Pcdhα or Pcdhβ genes, are required for the 

survival of approximately 50% of cINs through a BAX-dependent mechanism. I probe whether 

cINs compete for survival using clustered PCHDs by employing a co-transplantation assay I 

developed. My data suggest that indeed Pcdhγ-deficient and wild-type (WT) cINs of the same 

age compete for survival in a mechanism that involves Pcdhγ. Using the co-transplantation 

assay, I also study postnatally the effect of clustered Pcdh mutations that cause lethality in 

neonatal mice. While mice with constitutive deletion of Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4, and Pcdhγc5 

isoforms (Pcdhγtcko) die perinatally, cINs precursors cells from Pcdhγtcko/tcko mice were 

transplanted with cells carrying WT Pcdhγ. Deletion of the three C-type isoforms in the Pcdhγ 

cluster was sufficient to increase cell death of MGE-derived cINs to levels comparable to the 

deletion of the whole Pcdhγ cluster. Surprisingly, three-dimensional reconstructions and patch-

clamp recordings indicate that the Pcdhγ mutant cells have similar morphology, excitability and 

receive similar numbers of inhibitory and excitatory synaptic inputs compared to wild type cINs. 

 

In the second part of my thesis work, I use a combination of Pcdhγ KO lines to 

investigate the function of the C-type isoforms in the regulation of cIN survival. Results clearly 

show that the 19  alternate A- and B-type Pcdhγ isoforms do not play a role in the regulation of 

cIN survival. Additionally, two of the C-type Pcdhγ isoforms (Pcdhγc3 and Pcdhγc5) do not 

seem to play an important role in the regulation of PCD. The sole removal of Pcdhγc4 is 

sufficient to increase the death of cINs and expression of Pcdhγc4 alone in cINs lacking the 

entire Pcdhγ cluster prevents cINs from dying  

 

We conclude that survival of most cINs in the cortex depends solely on the expression of 

one of the fifty-eight Pcdh isoforms (PCDHγC4).  Further, the regulation of Pcdhγc4-mediated 
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survival is independent of the structural complexity or intrinsic physiological properties of the cell 

or the strength of its excitatory and inhibitory synaptic inputs.  Expression of Pcdhγc4 in cINs 

lacking all Pcdhγ isoforms prevents cell death in those cINs, strongly suggesting that expression 

of Pcdhγc4 is key to the regulation of cIN cell death.  

 

d. Thesis organization:   

In the first part I describe the expression of the alpha, beta, and gamma clustered Pcdhs in the 

brain. I initially assayed the expression of the fifty-eight Pcdh isoforms using whole cortex 

extracted RNA and real time RT-PCR. I show in a non-cell type specific way that all Pcdh 

isoforms are expressed in the cortex of P30 mice. I also show expression of a select group of 

the Pcdhγ isoforms at various time points during the first two weeks of postnatal development in 

isolated cINs.  For this particular experiment cINs were extracted from the cortex, isolated from 

the rest of the cells using Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) and RT-PCR was used to 

assay gene expression. 

  

In the second part I investigated which of the Pcdh gene clusters (Pcdhα, Pcdhβ, or 

Pcdhγ ) is involved in the survival of cINs. I use mice with entire Pcdh gene cluster loss of 

function or deletion and crossed to MGE reporter mice to label the cINs in the cortex derived 

from the MGE. I analyze the density of cINs in two regions of the cortex, the visual and 

somatosensory cortex.  I find that the loss of function of Pcdhs from the Pcdhγ gene cluster, but 

not from the Pcdhα or Pcdhβ, results in approximately 50% reduction in the density of cINs in 

the areas analyzed. I next remove the function of Pcdhγ isoforms using the conditional FCON3 

allele by crossing to either the Gad2Cre, Nkx2.1Cre, SSTCre or PVCre mouse reporter lines. I found 

similar reductions in cIN density in the cortex of the Gad2Cre, Nkx2.1Cre and SSTCre mice, but not 

in PVCre mice, suggesting that the Pcdhγ gene cluster function to cIN density is restricted early 

postnatal or embryonic deletion. In order to understand the origin of the reduced cIN density in 
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Pcdhγ loss of function mice, I look at whether these mice had defects in the production of cINs, 

their migration to the cortex or the numbers of cells undergoing apoptosis.  I found that both the 

proliferative capacity of cIN precursor cells and the migratory ability of young cINs was similar in 

mice with WT Pcdhγ or with loss of function of the Pcdhγ genes.  However, I found a heightened 

period of cell death in cINs from mice lacking Pcdhγ function when compared to cINs carrying 

WT Pcdhγ.  Notably, the heightened levels of apoptosis in the mutant mice occurred during the 

first and second postnatal week of development, and overlaps with the naturally occurring 

period of cIN cell death. In order to validate whether the Pcdhγ-mediated reduction in cIN 

destiny in the cortex of P30 mice stemmed from a heighted PCD wave, I cross Pcdhγ mutant 

mice to Bax null mice. Indeed, in the double mutant mice (Pcdhγ cKO and Bax cKO) the Pcdhγ-

mediated decrease in cIN density was rescued. Surprisingly, in these double mutant mice, cells 

that are normally eliminated in the period of cell death were also rescued. Data from this part of 

my thesis work effectively demonstrates that genes in the Pcdhγ cluster, but not those in the 

Pcdhα or Pcdhβ, play a key role in cIN survival during PCD.  

 

In part three I evaluate whether the survival role Pcdhγ isoforms play is through contact 

mediated interactions.  To this end, I test directly whether cINs regulate their survival using 

Pcdhγ. To test this hypothesis, I developed a co-transplantation assay to study, in the same 

host microenvironment, the survival of cINs carrying WT or mutant Pcdhγ alleles. The co-

transplantation technique was also instrumental to the postnatal study of alleles that cause 

neonatal lethality and to the study of the morphological and electrophysiological properties of 

cINs within the same preparation.  Using these techniques, I discovered that MGE-derived cINs 

lacking Pcdhγ function are eliminated in much greater proportions when mixed with cINs 

carrying WT Pcdhγ when compared to survival of cINs in mice with conditional deletion of Pcdhγ 

in all cINs. Surprisingly, in these co-transplants the cINs carrying WT Pcdhγ also died at 

increased proportions when compared to cINs of transplants carrying only Pcdhγ. These data 
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suggest that when young cINs have mismatched PCDHγs at the population level as in the case 

of the co-transplants, the survival of the cINs is compromised.  

 

In the fourth part I interrogate whether all the twenty-two isoforms encoded from the 

Pcdhγ gene cluster are required for cIN survival. I used a series of genetic deletions of the 

Pcdhγ gene locus to probe the role of Pcdhγ isoforms in the regulation of cIN cell death in the 

mouse cortex. I found that the nineteen alternate Pcdhγ isoforms (Pcdhγ A- and B-type) do not 

play a role in survival. Previous work from other laboratories have shown that deletion of the 

three constitutively expressed Pcdhγ C-type isoforms (Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5) leads to 

perinatal death of mice. To test the role of the Pcdhγ C-type isoforms to postnatal cIN survival, I 

transplanted cIN precursors cells lacking Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5 into the cortex of WT 

neonate mice. I found that similarly to the loss of function of the entire Pcdhγ cluster (22 Pcdhγ 

genes), the removal of the three Pcdhγ C-type isoforms lead to marked reduction in cIN 

survival.  

 

I next investigated whether all the C-type isoforms in the Pcdhγ gene cluster conform 

survival properties to cINs. Surprisingly, loss of the Pcdhγc3 and Pcdhγc5 did not significantly 

affect the survival of transplanted cINs. However, cINs which were solely lacking Pcdhγc4 

underwent increased cell death to levels comparable to the deletion of the entire Pcdhγ gene 

cluster, suggesting cIN use Pcdhγc4 to regulate PCD. Lastly, to directly test the survival 

properties of Pcdhγc4, I reintroduced the Pcdhγc4 gene using lentivirus to cINs that lack the 

function of all 22 Pcdhγ isoforms. Indeed, the sole expression of Pcdhγc4 via lentiviral approach 

prevented the Pcdhγ mutant cells from dying.  

 

In the final part of my thesis, I summarize the findings from the work I performed during 

my PhD, discuss the implications of my work regarding how brain size and final number of 
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neurons is determined in development,  discuss the relevance of activity-dependent 

mechanisms for my work, and the implications for human biology and disease.  
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 

 

PART I  - Expression of clustered Pcdhs in cINs 

 

Expression of clustered Pcdhs (Pcdhα, Pcdhβ, and Pcdhγ) in the cerebral cortex and 

Pcdhγ isoforms in cINs.  

Expression of clustered protocadherins (Pcdh) in the brain starts in the embryo and continues 

postnatally (Hirano et al. 2012; Frank et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2002; Kohmura et al. 1998). RT-

PCR analysis revealed the expression of each of the fifty-eight isoforms from the clustered Pcdh 

gene locus in the adult cortex (P30) (Figure 1A). Of the 58 Pcdh genes, those in the Pcdhγ 

cluster are essential for postnatal survival (Hasegawa et al. 2016; W. V. Chen et al. 2012), and 

are implicated in cell death in the retina and spinal cord (Lefebvre et al. 2008; Prasad et al. 

2008). We, therefore, determined whether Pcdhγ genes are expressed in cINs in the cortex 

during the period of cIN cell death. Using Gad67-GFP mice to label GABAergic cINs (Nobuaki 

Tamamaki et al. 2003), we FACS-sorted GFP-positive (GFP+) and GFP-negative (GFP-) cells 

from P7 mice at the peak of cIN cell death (Supplement Figure  1A). We confirmed that 

GABAergic cell markers (Gad1, Gad2) were enriched in the GFP+ population, while markers of 

excitatory neurons (Tbr1, Satb2, Otx1), astrocytes (GFAP, Aldh1L1), and oligodendrocytes 

(Olig2, MBP) were enriched in the GFP- population (Supplement Figure 1B). With the 

exception of A9 Pcdhγ isoform, we detected the expression of all other 21 Pcdhγ (RT-PCR) in 

the cIN population (Figure 1B). To determine the expression pattern of Pcdhγ at various stages 

during the period of cell death cINs, we measured the expression level of 8 Pcdhγ mRNAs 

(Pcdhγc3-5, Pcdhγa1-A3 and  Pcdhγb6-7) at P2, P5, P8, P12 and P15 using qPCR (Figure 

1C). All eight isoforms were expressed at each of the 5 ages studied. Interestingly, the 

expression of Pcdhγc5 increased dramatically between P8 and P15. An increase in expression 

of Pcdhγ isoforms Pcdhγa1, Pcdhγa2, and Pcdhγc4 was also observed at P12, compared to 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/ClT2Y+pnIl1+6QbH8+XqgIQ
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/wzN8u+chnJM
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vX6zv+kYGmV
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vX6zv+kYGmV
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/c9Ibd
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/c9Ibd
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other ages, but this increase was less pronounced than that observed for Pcdhγc5 . The above 

results show that all Pcdh isoforms are expressed in cINs and that the expression of Pcdhγ 

isoforms Pcdhγa1, Pcdhγa2, Pcdhγc4, and PcdhγγC5 increases during the period of postnatal 

cell death. 
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Figure 1.1 - Expression of clustered Pcdhs in the mouse cortex and purified cortical GABAergic 
cells. 
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Figure 1.1 - ( A) PCR analysis of clustered Pcdh and Gapdh gene expression in P30 whole 
cortex extracts. (B) PCR analysis of Pcdhγ and Gapdh gene expression in purified P7 cortical 
GABAergic cells. (C) Quantification of target gene mRNA levels at various postnatal stages (P2, 
P5, P8, P12, P15) in purified cortical GABAergic cells. P2 mRNA levels used as a reference for 
each gene (Kruskal-Wallis test, P value = 0.0007 [ Pcdhγc4], P value < 0.0001 [Pcdhγc5], P 
value = 0.015 [Pcdhγa1], P value = 0.024[Pcdhγa2], P value = 0.003[Pcdhγa3], P value = 
0.038[Pcdhγb6]; n = 3 technical replicas]. Significant p values are marked with*. See Figure 1—
source data 1 for follow-up of comparisons. 
  

https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374/figures#fig1sdata1
https://elifesciences.org/articles/55374/figures#fig1sdata1
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Supplement Figure 1.1 - GABAergic markers are enriched in GFP positive FACS-sorted 
cells from Gad1-GFP mice. – (Related to Figure 1.1) - (A) Representative flow cytometry plot, 
sorting GFP-positive  cIN from Gad1-GFP mice. (B) Real-time RT-PCR analysis of GABAergic 
and non- GABAergic markers in positive and negative FACS-sorted GFP cells from P7 Gad1-
GFP mice.
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PART II -  The clustered Pcdhs and their role in the regulation of cIN programmed cell 

death.   

 

PCDHγ expression is lost in Pcdhγfcon3 mice that also express CRE.  

As mentioned above, isoforms encoded from the Pcdhγ gene cluster are essential for postnatal 

survival (Hasegawa et al. 2016; W. V. Chen et al. 2012), and are implicated in cell death in the 

retina and spinal cord (Lefebvre et al. 2008; Prasad et al. 2008). Therefore, while I do 

interrogate the function of all the clustered Pcdh genes in the regulation of cIN cell death in the 

cortex, we first probe the function of those genes in the Pcdhγ cluster.  

 

Most cINs are produced between embryonic days (E) 10.5 and 16.5 by progenitors 

located in the medial and caudal ganglionic eminences (MGE and CGE) (S. A. Anderson et al. 

1997; H. Wichterle et al. 2001; Nery, Fishell, and Corbin 2002; Miyoshi et al. 2010). To address 

the potential role of Pcdhγ in cIN development, we used the Pcdhγ conditional allele (Pcdhγfcon3) 

to block production of all 22 Pcdhγ isoforms (Lefebvre et al. 2008). In the Pcdhγfcon3 allele, the 

third constant common exon shared by all Pcdhγ isoforms contains the sequence coding for 

GFP and is flanked by loxP sites (Lefebvre et al. 2008)(Figure 3A). In unrecombined Pcdhγfcon3 

mice, all Pcdhγ isoforms are thus fused to GFP. However, when these animals are crossed to a 

Cre driver line, expression of all the 22 Pcdhγ genes in the cluster is abolished in Cre-

expressing cells (Prasad et al. 2008). 

 

In E13.5 embryos homozygous for the Pcdhγfcon3 allele, robust GFP expression was 

detected throughout the brain, including cells in the MGE and CGE (Figure 3B), indicating  

expression of Pcdhγ isoforms in cIN progenitor cells.  In order to validate that recombination of 

the Pcdhγfcon3 allele occurs in cells that express the CRE protein, we crossed Pcdhγfcon3 mice to 

Nkx2.1Cre mice that also carried the Ai14 allele to conditionally ablate expression of all Pcdhγ 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/wzN8u+chnJM
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vX6zv+kYGmV
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/tDS16+5lLuj+3kGm+XWOUj
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/tDS16+5lLuj+3kGm+XWOUj
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vX6zv
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vX6zv
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/kYGmV
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genes in GABAergic cells derived from the MGE and POA. NKX2.1 expression is detected in 

the ventral telencephalon from E9.5 (Sandberg et al. 2016; Shimamura et al. 1995) and is 

downregulated in most cINs as they migrate into the developing neocortex (Nóbrega-Pereira et 

al. 2008).  Recombined cells were visualized thanks to the conditional tdTomato reporter allele 

Ai14 (Figure 3A).  Homozygous Nkx2.1::Cre-Ai14- Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 embryos lost GFP expression 

specifically in in the MGE and the preoptic regions (Figure 3B), consistent with full 

recombination and loss of Pcdhγ function in cells derived from the Nkx2.1 lineage.  

 

Reduced number of cIN in the cortex of Pcdhγ mutants 

The initial goal was to investigate the function of all the genes in the Pcdhγ cluster in all the 

brain cINs.  To this end, we crossed Pcdhγfcon3 mice to Gad2Cre mice (Taniguchi et al. 2011) to 

conditionally ablate expression of all Pcdhγ  genes  in GABAergic cells throughout the CNS at 

an early embryonic stage (E10.5)(Katarova et al. 2000). As above, the recombined cells were 

visualized thanks to the conditional tdTomato reporter allele Ai14 (Figure 2A). Heterozygous 

Gad2Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/+  mice were viable and fertile. However, homozygous Gad2Cre-Ai14-

Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice displayed growth retardation after birth, a hind limb paw-clasping phenotype 

when held by the tail and were infertile (Figure 2B). Brain size as well as cerebral cortex 

thickness of homozygous Gad2Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 was similar to those of control mice 

(Figure 2B’). However, the density of tdTomato positive cells in somatosensory and visual 

cortex was roughly halved in homozygous Gad2Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 animals, compared to 

wild type and heterozygous littermates (Figure 2C & C’). The density of cINs stained positive 

for parvalbumin (PV) and somatostatin (SST) (MGE-derived), vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP 

)(CGE-derived) or reelin (RLN) (derived from both the MGE and CGE) was significantly reduced 

in the visual cortex of homozygous Gad2Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice (Figure 2D & Supplement 

Figure  2). Consistent with the above observations, we found significant reductions of tdTomato 

positive cells in all layers of the visual cortex of Gad2Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice, but the layer 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/uq6XV+oUvX6
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/tvl3p
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/tvl3p
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/jLU1q
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/owmZx
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distribution of cINs in these mice was similar to control mice, except for a significant change in 

the distribution of cells in layer V (Supplement Figure  3). Taken together, these experiments 

indicate that the embryonic loss of Pcdhγ function in GABAergic progenitor cells leads to a 

drastically reduced number of cINs in the neocortex, affecting all cIN subtypes similarly.  
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Figure 2.1 - Reduced number of GABAergic cINs in Pcdhγ-deficient mice. 
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Figure 2.1 - (A) Mutant mice with loss of Pcdhγ in GABAergic neurons were generated by 
crossing conditional Pcdhγfcon3 mice to Pan-GABAergic Cre driver (Gad2) mice. The conditional 
Ai14 reporter was used to fluorescently label Gad2-expressing cells. (B) Photographs of P21 
Gad2Cre-Ai14 mice that are wild type (WT) or mutant (Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3) for Pcdhγ. (B’) Body weight 
and cortical thickness measurements in P30 Gad2Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγ+/+ (Pcdhγ WT), Gad2Cre-Ai14-
Pcdhγfcon3/+ (Pcdhγ HET), and Gad2Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant) mice(Kruskal-Wallis 
test, P value=0.0027, adjusted p values **p=0.0017, n = 12 mice [Pcdhγ WT], n = 7 mice [Pcdhγ 
HET] and n = 5 mice [Pcdhγ mutant]). (C) Photographs of coronal sections in primary visual 
cortex (V1) of P30 Gad2Cre-Ai14- Pcdhγ WT (left), Pcdhγ HET (middle) and Pcdhγ mutant (right) 
mice. All cortical layers are similarly affected (Supplement Figure 3). Scale bar, 100 μm. (C’) 
Quantifications of tdTomato+ cell density in V1 and somatosensory (S1BF) cortex of P30 
Gad2Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ WT(black), Pcdhγ HET (grey), and Pcdhγ mutant (magenta) mice (Kruskal-
Wallis test; for V1 (P value = 0.006), for S1BF (P value = 0.009); adjusted p values **p=0.0180, 
*p=0.036, n = 3–5 mice of each genotype). (D) Quantifications of cIN subtype density in V1 
cortex at P30. All four non-overlapping cIN subtypes (PV, SST, RLN, and VIP) were similarly 
reduced in numbers in Gad2Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice (Pcdhγ mutant, magenta) compared to 
WT controls (Kruskal-Wallis test; for PV (P value = 0.0002), for SST (P value=0.0021), for RLN 
(P value = 0.0012), and for VIP (P value=0.0093); adjusted p values **p=0.004 (PV), 
**p=0.0073(SST), **p=0.0093(RLN), *p=0.0365 (VIP), n = 3–5 mice of each genotype).
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Supplement Figure  2.1 - Reduced number of GABAergic cIN subtypes in Pcdhγ-deficient 
mice. 
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Supplement Figure 2.1 - (Related to Figure 2.1) - (A) Representative photographs of the 
primary visual cortex (V1) in Gad2Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ WT, Pcdhγ heterozygote and Pcdhγ mutant 
mice. Gad2Cre-Ai14 sections were stained for PV, SST, RLN or VIP. Scale bars, 50 μm.
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Supplement Figure 3.1 - Reduced number of GABAergic cINs across cortical layers in Pcdhγ-
deficient mice. 
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Supplement Figure 3.1 (Related to Figure 2.1 ) - (A) Representative photographs of the 
primary visual cortex (V1) in Gad2Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγ+/+ (Pcdhγ WT) and Gad2Cre-Ai14-
Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant) mice. Sections stained for tdTomato and DAPI. Scale bars, 50 
μm. (B) Quantification of tdTomato+ Gad2Cre-derived cINs in layers I-VI of visual cortex (V1) in 
Pcdhγ WT (black bars) and Pcdhγ mutant mice(magenta bars) (2-way ANOVA, Fgenotype = 
244.83, P value<0.001; adjusted p values *p=0.02, **p=0.01, ***p<0.0001; n = 3 mice per 
genotype). (B’) Layer distribution of tdTomato+ Gad2Cre-derived cINs shown as percentage from 
total tdTomato+ cells in V1 of Pcdhγ WT and Pcdhγ mutant mice(2-way ANOVA, Fgenotype = 
0.01, P value = 0.93, adjusted p values **p=0.01; n = 3 mice per genotype).
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The global  Pcdhγ loss of function in cINs may have indirectly affected the survival of 

cINs in a non-cell autonomous manner.  In addition, and as mentioned above several 

developmental defects were observed in Gad2Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3  mice. Many of the Pcdhγ 

mutant mice that showed growth retardation died before P21. Therefore, we decided to restrict 

the Pcdhγ loss of function to MGE/POA (preoptic area) progenitors by means of the Nkx2.1Cre 

mouse (Xu, Tam, and Anderson 2008). MGE/POA progenitors give rise to the majority of mouse 

cINs, including PV and SST cINs. NKX2.1 expression is detected in the ventral telencephalon 

from E9.5 (Sandberg et al. 2016; Shimamura et al. 1995) and is downregulated in most cINs as 

they migrate into the developing neocortex (Nóbrega-Pereira et al. 2008).  Pcdhγfcon3 mice were 

crossed to Nkx2.1Cre mice. As described above, the Ai14 allele was again used to visualize the 

recombined cells (Figure 3A ).  

 

At P30, the number of MGE-derived tdTomato+ cells in Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3  

mice was dramatically reduced (~50%) in both the visual and somatosensory cortex (Figure 3C 

& C’). We also found reductions of tdTomato positive cells in layers II-VI of the visual cortex of 

Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice, consistent with consistent with the notion that MGE-derived 

cINs preferentially localize to deeper layers of the cortex (Supplement Figure 6). The layer 

distribution of the tdTomato positive cINs in these mutant mice was similar to control mice, 

except for a small change in layer V and VI (Supplement Figure 6). MGE-derived PV and SST 

positive cIN number was similarly reduced in these animals. However CGE-derived VIP cIN 

density was similar to that of control animals (Figure 3E & Supplement Figure 4). A smaller, 

but significant reduction in the RLN positive cIN population was observed, in agreement with the 

notion that a subpopulation of RLN positive cells is born in the MGE (Miyoshi et al. 2010). 

Consistently, layer 1 RLN+ cells, which are largely derived from the CGE (Miyoshi et al. 2010), 

were not affected by Pcdhγ loss of function, but RNL cells in deeper layers 2-6 (many of which 

are MGE-derived and also positive for SST) showed reduced numbers (Supplement Figure 5).  

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/RZ2kt
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/uq6XV+oUvX6
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/tvl3p
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/XWOUj
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/XWOUj
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Interestingly, we observed that in Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3  mice, the number of un-

recombined PV and SST (PV+/Ai14- and SST+/Ai14-) cells was significantly increased 

compared to WT mice (Supplement Figure 7), a result consistent with recent observations 

(Carriere et al., 2020).  PV+/tdTomato- and SST+/tdTomato- cells are likely derived from the 

most dorsal MGE at the interface with LGE from progenitor cells expressing NKX6.2 in a region 

of low, or no expression of NKX2.1 (Hu, Vogt, Sandberg, et al. 2017; Fogarty et al. 2007; Sousa 

et al. 2009; Hu, Vogt, Lindtner, et al. 2017).  It is unclear if the presence of the conditional 

FCON3 allele results in increased production of these cells or if un-recombined cells from this 

domain increase their survival in compensation for the loss of cIN that lack Pcdhγ function.  If 

the latter is true, the behavior of these un-recombined PV and SST cINs differs from that 

observed for WT cells co-transplanted with MGE cells lacking Pcdh-γ function (see below).  

Together the above results show that embryonic loss of Pcdhγ function in Nkx2.1 positive 

progenitors results in a significant reduction in the number of MGE/POA-derived cINs. 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/jvo7f+ftcKJ+tsL8V+rw83G
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/jvo7f+ftcKJ+tsL8V+rw83G
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Figure 3.1 - Loss of Pcdhγ genes targeted to Nkx2.1 expressing cells results in selective loss of 
cIN derived from the MGE. 
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Figure 3.1 - ( A) Mutant mice with loss of Pcdhγ in MGE-derived cIN were generated by 
crossing Pcdhγfcon3 mice to Nkx2.1Cre mice. The conditional Ai14 line was used to fluorescently 
label MGE-derived cells. (B) Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice (at E13.5; top panels) carrying the Pcdhγ 
mutant allele, but not Cre, show robust expression of GFP in the MGE. In contrast, in Nkx2.1Cre-
Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice (at E13.5; bottom panels), carrying the Pcdhγ mutant allele and 
expressing Cre, GFP expression was eliminated from the MGE. Note NKX2.1 staining 
(magenta) in the panels on the right delineates MGE/POA (preoptic area). The few cells left 
expressing GFP in the MGE are blood vessels and are tdTomato negative. (C) Photographs of 
coronal sections of the primary visual cortex (V1) in Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγ+/+ (Pcdhγ WT), 
Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/+ (Pcdhγ HET) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant). 
Scale bar, 100 μm. (C’) Quantification of the density of tdTomato+ cells in V1 and S1BF cortex 
of P30 Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ WT (black), Pcdhγ HET (grey) and Pcdhγ mutant (magenta) mice. 
The number of Nkx2.1-derived cells was significantly reduced in Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ mutant 
mice compared to WT controls(Kruskal-Wallis test; for V1(P value=0.002), for S1BF (P 
value=0.0065), adjusted p values *p=0.0232, **p=0.0168 (S1), n = 4–6 mice of each genotype). 
(D) Body weight and cortex thickness measurements in Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ WT (black) and 
Pcdhγ mutant (magenta) mice at P30. Body weight and cortical thickness were not significantly 
affected by loss of Pcdhγ (Mann-Whitney test, body weight (p=0.0547, n = 10 mice of each 
genotype), cortical thickness (p=0.2857, n = 4–5 mice of each genotype). (E) Quantification of 
tdTomato+ cIN subtypes in V1 mouse cortex at P30. Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ mutant mice 
(magenta) had significantly reduced numbers of MGE-derived parvalbumin (PV)+, somatostatin 
(SST)+, and Reelin (RLN)+ cells compared to WT controls. In contrast VIP+ cells, which are 
derived from the CGE, were not significantly affected (Kruskal-Wallis test; for PV (P value = 
0.0113), for SST (P value=0.0009), for RLN (P value = 0.0014), and for VIP (P value=0.636); 
adjusted p values *p=0.0113 (PV), **p=0.0055 (SST), **p=0.0055 (RLN), n = 4–5 mice of each 
genotype).
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Supplement Figure 4.1 - Reduced number of MGE cIN subtypes after loss of Pcdhγ in Nkx2.1-
derived cells. 
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Supplement Figure 4.1 – (Related to Figure 3.1) - (A) Representative photographs of visual 
cortex (V1) in Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ WT, Pcdhγ heterozygote or Pcdhγ mutant mice. Sections 
were stained for PV, SST, RLN or VIP. Scale bars, 50 μm
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Supplement Figure 5.1 - Numbers of Nkx2.1-derived RLN positive cINs are reduced in layers 
II-VI in Pcdhγ-deficient mice. 
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Supplement Figure 5.1 – (Related to Figure 3) - (A) Representative photographs of visual 
cortex (V1) in Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγ+/+ (Pcdhγ WT, left panels) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 
(Pcdhγ mutant, right panels) mice. Sections were stained for RLN, tdTomato, and DAPI. Arrows 
point to RLN+/tdTomato- cells and arrowhead points to RLN+/tdTomato+ positive cells. Scale 
bars 100 μm. (B) Quantifications of RLN+ cells in layer I and layers II-VI represented as density 
(left and middle graphs) and as percentage of Nkx2.1-derived cells by cortical layer (right graph) 
in the primary visual cortex (Mann-Whitney, p=0.4857 (Layer I, left graph), **p=0.0286 (Layers 
II-VI, middle graph); Kruskal-Wallis test P value<0.0001, adjusted p values **p=0.005 (right 
graph); n = 4 mice of each genotype).
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Supplement Figure 6.1 - Cortical layer distribution of Nkx2.1-derived cINs in Pcdhγ WT and 
mutant mice. 
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Supplement figure 6.1 – (Related to Figure 3) - (A) Representative photographs of the primary 
visual cortex (V1) in Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγ+/+ (Pcdhγ WT) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 
(Pcdhγ mutant) mice at P30. Scale bar 50 μm. (B) Quantification of tdTomato+ Nkx2.1-derived 
cINs in layers I-VI of visual cortex of Pcdhγ WT and mutant mice at P30 (2-way ANOVA, 
Fgenotype = 91.70, P value<0.0001, adjusted p values ***p<0.0001, **p=0.015, n = 6 mice of 
each genotype). (B’) Layer distribution of tdTomato+ Nkx2.1-derived cINs shown as percentage 
tdTomato+ cells per layer in V1 of Pcdhγ WT and Pcdhγ mutant mice at P30 (2-way ANOVA, 
Fgenotype = 1.75e-003, P value=0.95, adjusted p values ***p=0.0001, **p=0.0005, n = 6 mice 
of each genotype).
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Supplement Figure 7.1 - Increased survival of non-Nkx2.1-derived SST and PV cINs in Pcdhγ-
deficient mice. 
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Supplement Figure 7.1 – (Related to figure 3) - (A,B) Representative photographs of the 
primary visual cortex (V1) in Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγ+/+ (Pcdhγ WT) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-
Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant) mice at P30. Sections were stained for SST and PV. Arrowheads 
(in A and B) indicate SST+ or PV+ unrecombined (tdTomato-) cINs. Scale bar 50 μm. (A’, B’) 
Quantifications of SST+/tdTomato- (A) and PV+/tdTomato- (B) cells in V1 of Pcdhγ WT and 
Pcdhγ mutant mice at P30 (Mann-Whitney test, for SST+/tdtomato- *p=0.0079, n = 5 mice of 
each genotype; for PV+/tdTomato- *p=0.0.0286, n = 4 mice of each genotype)
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Pcdhγ function is not required for the proliferation and migration of cIN precursor cells 

The reduction in the number of cINs in the cortex of Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice was not 

a result of abnormal cortical thickness or abnormal layer distribution of cINs, as these measures 

were similar across Pcdhγ genotypes in P30 mice (Figure 3C ). We then asked whether 

proliferation defects in the cIN progenitor population or defects in the migration of young cINs 

could lead to a reduced cIN density in Pcdhγ mutant mice. Quantification of the number of 

dividing cells in the ventricular or subventricular zones at E13.5 and E15.5, using the mitotic 

marker Phosphohistone H3 (PH3), showed no difference in the number of mitotic cells in the 

MGE between Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 controls mice (Figure 4A & B). 

Migration of young cINs into cortex was also not affected in the Nkx2.1::Cre-Ai14- Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 

mice .  The tdTomato+  cells in the cortex displayed a similar migratory morphology between 

Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14- Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3  and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 control embryos. Consistent with the absence 

of an effect of Pcdhγ on cIN migration, the number of migrating cells in cortex in the marginal 

zone (MZ), the subplate (SP), and the intermediate and subventricular zone (IZ/SVZ) was 

equivalent between Pcdhγ mutant embryos and controls at E15.5 (Figure 4C & D). These 

findings indicate that loss of Pcdhγ did not affect the proliferation of MGE progenitors or the 

migration of young MGE-derived cINs into the developing neocortex.
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Figure 4.1 - Proliferation and migration are not affected by the loss of Pcdhγ in Nkx2.1 
expressing cells. 
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Figure 4.1  - (A) Photographs of coronal sections through the embryonic forebrains of E13.5 
Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγ+/+ (Pcdhγ WT, top panels) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ 
mutant, bottom panels). Close-up photographs of the MGE from Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ WT (right 
panels) and Pcdhγ mutant (bottom, right panels) embryos. Robust reporter activity (tdTomato) 
was observed in the MGE. Dividing cells were labeled using the mitotic marker PH3. Note that 
the size and number of PH3+ cells in the MGE was similar in the mutant and control brains. 
Scale bars, 50 μm. (B) Quantification of PH3+ cells from MGE ventricular (VZ) and 
subventricular zone (SVZ) in E13.5 (top) and E15.5 (bottom) Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ WT (black 
bars) and Pcdhγ mutant (magenta bars) embryos (Mann-Whitney test, p=0.4000 (E13.5 VZ), 
p=0.8571 (E13.5 SVZ), p=0.8571 (E15.5 VZ), p>0.999 (E15.5 SVZ), n = 3–4 embryos of each 
genotype). (C) Photographs of coronal sections of dorsal cortex at E15.5 showing the migrating 
MGE-derived cIN in Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ WT (left) and Pcdhγ mutant (right) embryos. Note the 
robust migratory streams of young neurons in the SVZ and in the marginal zone (MZ). From 
these regions, cells disperse into the intermediate zone (IZ) and cortical plate (CP). Similar 
numbers of migrating cIN were observed in mutants and controls. Scale bar, 100 μm. (D) 
Quantifications of number of migrating MGE-derived cINs in the CP and in the IZ/SVZ of 
Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ WT (black) and Pcdhγ mutant (magenta) mice. No significant differences 
were detected in the number of tdTomato+ migrating cells in Pcdhγ mutant and WT controls 
(Mann-Whitney test, p>0.990 (E15.5 CP), p=0.7000 (E15.5 IZ-SVA), n = 3 embryos of each 
genotype).
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Loss of Pcdhγ function results in increased cIN programmed cell death. 

A wave of PCD eliminates ~40% of the young cINs shortly after their arrival in the cortex 

(Southwell et al. 2012; Wong et al. 2018). This wave starts at ~P0, peaks at P7, and ends at 

~P15.  We asked if the reduced cIN density observed in Pcdhγ mutant mice could stem from a 

heightened number of mutant cINs undergoing apoptosis at the normal time of PCD. Such cells 

were immunolabeled using an antibody directed against cleaved-Caspase 3 (cc3). Since CC3 

positive cells are relatively rare, our analysis was performed throughout the entire neocortex at 

P0, 3, 7, 10, and 15. Similarly to their control Pcdhγ wild type littermates, Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-

Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 homozygous mice displayed a wave of PCD peaking at P7 (Figure 5A & B).  

However, Pcdhγ mutant mice had significantly higher numbers of tdTomato+/cc3+ cells 

compared to controls. We also examined the proportion of CC3+ cells that were tdTomato 

negative (un-recombined cells that would notably include pyramidal cells, CGE-derived cINs, 

and glial cells). With the exception of a small, but significant increase observed at P0, we found 

no significant difference in the number of CC3+/tdTomato- cells between genotypes (Figure 5B, 

bottom graph). This suggests that the survival of neighboring Pcdhγ-expressing cells is not 

impacted by the loss of Pcdhγ-deficient MGE/POA-derived cINs. Importantly, the homozygous 

deletion of the pro-apoptotic Bcl-2-associated X protein (BAX) rescued the density of cINs in the 

Pcdhγ mutant mice to levels similar to those observed in control BAX-/- ;Pcdhfcon3/+ mice or in 

mice carrying only the Bax mutation (Bax-/- )(Southwell et al. 2012) (Figure 5C ).  The above 

results indicate that loss of Pcdhγ in MGE/POA-derived cIN enhances their demise through 

PCD during the developmental period when these cells are normally eliminated. 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH+vrhL
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
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Figure 5.1 - Increased PCD in Pcdhγ mutants is rescued in Pcdhγ-Bax null animals. 
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Figure 5.1 - (A) Photographs of coronal sections through a Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 
(Pcdhγ mutant) P7 mouse cortex (top), showing tdTomato+ cINs and cleaved caspase 3 
positive cells (CC3+). Close-up photographs (bottom) of tdTomato+, CC3+ (white Arrowheads) 
and tdTomato-, CC3+ (blue Arrowheads) cells. Scale bar 25 μm. (B) Quantification of the 
density of tdTomato+,CC3+ (MGE-derived, top graph) cells from Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ WT 
(black line) and Pcdhγ mutant (magenta line) mice. Quantification of the density of tdTomato-
,CC3+ (non-MGE-derived, bottom graph) cells from Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ WT (black line) and 
Pcdhγ mutant (magenta line) mice. Note that the number of CC3+ cells was significantly 
increased in the MGE-derived population in Pcdhγ mutant mice, and coincides with the normal 
period of PCD for cINs in WT mice (Each age was analyzed with a nested 1-way ANOVA 
(mouse ID nested within genotype), P value<0.0001. Significant comparisons are marked with *; 
*p=0.0004 **p=0.0014, ***p=0.0009, n = 3–5 mice of each genotype). (C) Coronal sections 
through the primary visual cortex (V1) of Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant, left) and 
Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3;Bax-/- (Pcdhγ mutant, Bax null, right) mice at P30. Quantifications 
of the density of cINs in V1 (top) and S1BF (bottom) cortex. Note that genetic removal of Bax in 
both Pcdhγfcon3/+ (Pcdhγ HET) and Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant) mice rescues cell death to 
similar levels (Kruskal-Wallis test, P value<0.001 (for V1 an S1BF), adjusted p values for V1 
(*p=0.01 , **0.005 ) and for S1BF (**p=0.0109 , *p=0.0286); n = 4–5 mice of each genotype).
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Loss of Pcdhγ does not affect survival of cINs after the period of PCD. 
 

We then asked whether Pcdhγ expression is also required for the survival of cINs past the 

period of PCD. To address this question we took advantage of the PVCre transgene 

(Hippenmeyer et al. 2005) that becomes activated specifically in PV cINs starting at around 

~P16 (Figure 6 & Supplement Figure 8). Quantifications of tdTomato+ cell density in PVCre-

Ai14- Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 and PVCre-Ai14 mice at P60-P100 revealed no significant differences 

between homozygous and control mice (V1 and S1BF) (Figure 6D & E). In contrast, the SSTCre 

line, like Nkx2.1Cre,  induces recombination at embryonic stages. The  SSTCre allele in Ai14-

Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 reduced the density of SST cINs measured at P30 to a similar level as found 

using the Nkx2.1Cre line (Figure 6A-C). Together, our results demonstrate that Pcdhγ loss of 

function reduces cIN survival specifically during the endogenous period of cIN cell death, 

resulting in a reduced cortical density of cINs.

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/gCQr7
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Figure 6.1 - Pcdhγ function is not required for the survival of PV cINs after the period of PCD. 
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Figure 6.1 - (A) Mutant mice with loss of Pcdhγ in SST or PV cells were generated by crossing 
conditional Pcdhγfcon3 mice to mice carrying Cre under SST (Somatostatin, SSTCre) or Pvalb 
(Parvalbumin, PVCre). The conditional Ai14 line was used to fluorescently label SST or PV cells. 
(B) Photographs of coronal sections of the primary visual cortex (V1) of P30 SstCre-Ai14-
Pcdhγ+/+ (Pcdhγ WT, top left) and SstCre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant, bottom left) mice. 
Scale bars, 50 μm. (C) Quantifications of the density of tdTomato+ cINs in V1 cortex of Pcdhγ 
WT (black) and Pcdhγ mutant (magenta) SstCre-Ai14 mice at P30 (Mann-Whitney test, 
**p=0.0286, n = 4 mice of each genotype). (D) Photographs of coronal sections of V1 in PVCre-
Ai14-Pcdhγ+/+ (Pcdhγ WT, top right) and PVCre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant, bottom right) 
mice at P60. Scale bars, 50 μm. (E) Quantifications of the density of tdTomato+ cIN in V1 cortex 
of Pcdhγ WT and Pcdhγ mutant PVCre-Ai14 mice at P60-100 (Mann-Whitney test, p=0.4206,n = 
5 mice of each genotype).
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Supplement Figure 8.1 - Late postnatal expression of Parvalbumin in cINs.
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Figure 8.1 - (Related to Figure 6.1) -  (A) PV reporter mice (PVCre) were crossed to conditional 
Ai14 mice to label PV expressing cINs. (B) Representative photographs of primary visual cortex 
(V1) in PVCre-Ai14 mice at P14, 16, 23 and 30. CC = corpus callosum. Scale bars, 100 μm.
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Pcdhα  or Pcdhβ do not affect cIN survival 

Our data thus far suggests that Pcdhγ genes are involved in the regulation of PCD in cINs. We 

wondered whether  the involvement of Pcdh genes in this process was unique to those isoforms 

encoded from the gamma cluster. Additionally, PCDHγ proteins can form tetrameric units with 

members of the α and β gene clusters (Dietmar Schreiner 2010; Thu et al. 2014). We, therefore 

reasoned that removal of the α and β Pcdh genes might also contribute to cIN cell death.   

 

Mice that carry conditional alleles for the deletion of the entire Pcdhα gene cluster 

(Pcdhαacon/acon) were crossed to mice that carry the Nkx2.1Cre and Ai14 transgenes, resulting in 

removal of all twelve Pcdhα genes from MGE/POA progenitor cells (Figure 7A).  The resulting 

transgenic mice carrying all three transgenes Nkx2.1Cre, Ai14 and Pcdhαacon/acon (hereon referred 

to as Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhαacon/acon) were viable, fertile, and displayed normal weight (Figure 7 

B, top graph). The cIN density in the visual cortex of Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhαacon/acon mice at P30 

was similar to that of Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 mice (Figure 7B).  

 

To determine whether Pcdhβ isoforms encoded in the Pcdhβ  gene cluster affected 

MGE/POA-derived cIN survival, mice with constitutive deletion of the entire Pcdhβ gene cluster 

(Pcdhβdel/del) were crossed to Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 mice (Figure 7A). The resulting Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-

Pcdhβdel/del mice were viable, fertile and of normal weight (Figure C, top graph) (W. V. Chen et 

al. 2017). Similarly to the results obtained from the removal of Pcdhα gene cluster, deletion of 

the Pcdhβ  gene cluster did not alter the density of cINs in the visual cortex of P30 mice 

compared to control mice that carry WT Pcdhβ genes(Figure 7C). The above results indicate 

that unlike the genes in the  Pcdhγ cluster, which is essential for the regulation of cIN 

elimination, the function of PCDH proteins encoded from the Pcdhα or Pcdhβ gene clusters is 

dispensable for the survival of MGE/POA-derived cINs.  

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/O6qfO+TksBr
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/VoIMJ
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/VoIMJ
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Figure 7.1 - Loss of Pcdhα, Pcdhβ, or Pcdhγa1, Pcdhγa2, and Pcdhγa3 genes does not affect 
the survival of MGE-derived cINs. 
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Figure 7.1 - (A) Mutant mice with loss of Pcdhα, Pcdhβ or Pcdhγa1, Pcdhγa2, and Pcdhγa3 
genes in MGE-derived cINs were generated by crossing Pcdhαacon, Pcdhβdel, and Pcdhγtako mice 
to the Nkx2.1Cre mouse line. The conditional Ai14 line was used to fluorescently label MGE-
derived cells. (B) Measurements of body weight (top graph) in P30 Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhα+/+ 
(Pcdhα WT, black bar) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhαacon/acon (Pcdhα mutant, grey bar) mice (Mann-
Whitney test, p=0.545, n = 9–14 mice of each genotype). Quantification of the density of MGE-
derived cINs (bottom graph) in primary visual cortex (V1) of Pcdhα WT (black bar) and Pcdhα 
mutant (grey bar) P30 mice (Mann-Whitney test, p=0.9603, n = 4–5 mice of each genotype). (C) 
Measurements of body weight (top bar) in P30 Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhβ+/+ (Pcdhβ WT, black bar) 
and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhβdel/del (Pcdhβ mutant, pink bar) mice (Mann-Whitney test, p=0.712, n = 
4–9 mice of each genotype). Quantification of the density of MGE-derived cIN (bottom graph) in 
primary visual cortex (V1) of Pcdhβ WT (black bar) and Pcdhβ mutant (pink bar) P30 mice 
(Mann-Whitney test, p=0.1111, n = 4–5 mice of each genotype). (D) Measurements of body 
weight (top graph) in Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγ+/+ (Pcdhγ WT, black) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-
Pcdhγtako/tako(Pcdhγa1, Pcdhγa2, and Pcdhγa3 mutant, blue bar) P30 mice (Mann-Whitney test, 
p=0.175, n = 4–5 mice of each genotype). Quantification of the density of MGE-derived cINs 
(bottom graph) in in primary visual cortex (V1) of Pcdhγ WT (black bar) and Pcdhγa1, Pcdhγa2, 
and Pcdhγa3 mutant (blue bar) P30 mice (Mann-Whitney test, p=0.9048, n = 4–5 mice of each 
genotype).
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PART III - cINs compete for survival using  PCDHγ. 

 

The genomic architecture and regulation of clustered Pcdh genes creates an enormous diversity 

of PCDH molecules that potentially endows each neuron with a unique cell-surface PCDH 

barcode and potentially allows each neuron to engage in homophilic cell-cell interactions.  In 

order to test whether cINs use Pcdhγ to compete for survival, we designed a co-transplantation 

assay that allowed us to compare the migration and maturation of cINs of different Pcdhγ 

genotypes within the same environment.   This assay also allowed us to study the timing and 

extent of survival of cINs of different genotypes  

 

Heterochronic transplantation recapitulates timing and extent of PCD in cINs.  

Before we could test the hypothesis that cINs compete for survival using Pcdhγ, we co-

transplanted into the cortex of host animals cIN precursor cells expressing WT Pcdhγ but 

labeled with red and green fluorescent proteins.  Both GFP-labeled and RFP-labeled cells were 

obtained from the MGEs of Gad67-GFP or Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 embryos respectively at E13.5 

(Figure 8A). We first confirmed that MGE cells WT Pcdhγ, but labeled with the two different 

fluorescent reporters, displayed no differences in their survival. We co-transplanted equal 

proportions of GFP-labeled and RFP-labeled MGE cells into the neocortex of neonatal recipient 

mice.  While the absolute number of cells transplanted between mice varied, red and green cells 

were mixed before being transplanted so that the proportions of GFP-labeled and RFP-labeled 

cells would be equivalent between mice. In order to compare survival, we use the fraction of 

green or red cells, among all co-transplanted cells (red+green).  The fraction of surviving GFP 

positive and tdTomato positive cells at 3, 6, 13, and 21 days after transplantation (DAT) was 

measured (Figure 8A & B, top graph). The contribution of each cell population to the overall 

pool of surviving cells was found to be ~ 50% at 3 DAT, and remained constant at 6, 13, and 21 

DAT (Figure 8B, top graph). This experiment indicates that the fluorescent reporters (GFP or 
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tdTomato) or breeding background does not affect the survival of MGE cINs in this assay. 

Importantly, in the above experiment a fraction of both the GFP and tdTomato labeled cells 

underwent cell death.   

 

In order to determine the absolute extent of cell death in the MGE transplanted cells that 

carry WT Pcdhγ, we co-transplanted 50K cells of each fluorescently labeled population(GFP 

and tdTomato) into WT host mice (Figure 9A).  Our baseline for survival was established at 6 

DAT, before the period of cIN PCD (6DAT is roughly equivalent to P0 and 21DAT is roughly 

equivalent to P15, (Southwell et al. 2012). In this control experiments where cIN precursors WT 

for the Pcdhγ allele, derived from Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 or Gad67-GFP embryos, were transplanted, 

39% of the transplanted cIN population was eliminated between 6 and 21 DAT (Figure 9A-C 

and Supplement Figure  10). Therefore transplanted MGE cINs not only undergo PCD during 

a period defined by their intrinsic cellular age but are also eliminated in a proportion that is 

strikingly similar to that observed during normal development (Wong et al. 2018; Southwell et al. 

2012).

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vrhL+fGZH
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vrhL+fGZH
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Figure 8.1 - Pcdhγ are required for cIN survival after transplantation. 
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Figure 8.1 - (A) Schematic of co-transplantation of MGE-derived cIN precursors. MGE cells 
were derived from Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγ+/+ (Pcdhγ WT) or Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ 
mutant) embryos. These cells were mixed in equal proportions with MGE cells from Gad1-GFP 
embryos (Pcdhγ WT, green) and transplanted into WT black (Blk) six host recipient mice. Cell 
survival was analyzed before (3 DAT) and throughout the period of cell death (6–21 DAT). (B,B’) 
Survival fraction of co-transplanted MGE-derived cIN precursors. (B) MGE cells were derived 
from Gad1-GFP (green) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14- (magenta) embryos; both GFP+ and tdTomato+ 
cells carry WT Pcdhγ. In this control experiment the survival fraction was similar for both 
genotypes carrying the different fluorescent reporters (2-way ANOVA, Fgenotype = 2.54, P 
value > 0.999; n = 4–6 mice per time point from two transplant cohorts). (B’) MGE cells were 
derived from Gad1-GFP WT (green) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 Pcdhγ mutant (magenta) embryos. 
GFP+ and tdTomato+ cells showed dramatic differences in their survival; the majority of cells 
carrying the Pcdhγ mutant allele (magenta) were eliminated between 6 and 21 DAT (2-way 
ANOVA, Fgenotype = 2738.02, P value < 0.0001; adjusted p values ***p<0.0001; n = 4–5 mice 
per time point from two transplant cohorts. Quantifications in (B and B’) were done at 3, 6, 13 
and 21 DAT and are represented as fractions of GFP+ or tdTomato+ cells from total cells (GFP 
+ tdTomato+) per brain section. The increase in the proportion of WT cells during this period is 
not a reflection of increased cell numbers (WT cIN also undergo elimination by PCD (See 
Supplement Figure  9), but rather that WT cells account for a larger fraction of all transplant-
derived cells (WT + Pcdhγ mutant). (C) Representative photographs of cortical sections from 
transplanted host mice at 6 (left) and 21 (right) DAT. Transplanted MGE cells were derived from 
Gad1-GFP (Pcdhγ WT, green) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant, red) embryos. 
Scale bars, 50 μm.
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Supplement Figure  9.1  - Number of cIN drops for both the Pcdhγ WT and Pcdhγ mutant 
transplanted population. 
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Supplement Figure 9.1 - (Related to Figure 8) -  (A) Quantification of the GFP (green bars) and 
tdTomato (magenta bars) positive cells in the cortex of Blk six recipient mice at 3, 6, 13, and 21 
DAT. The GFP and tdTomato-labeled cells were derived from E13.5 MGEs of Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-
Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant) and Gad1-GFP (Pcdhγ WT) embryos, and were co-transplanted 
in similar proportions into Blk6 WT recipients. Note that both WT and Pcdhγ mutant cell 
numbers decrease over time.
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cINs compete for survival using Pcdhγ. 

After determining that the fluorophore (GFP or tdTomato) does not negatively impact the 

survival of transplanted cINs, and that cINs that express WT  Pcdhγ undergo apoptosis to levels 

comparable to those observed during the normal period of cell death, we investigated the 

survival of cINs lacking  Pcdhγ and mixed with cINs expressing  WT Pcdhγ.  We co-transplanted 

equal numbers of Gad67-GFP cells ( Pcdhγ WT) and Nkx2.1-Cre-Ai14- Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 cells 

(Pcdhγ mutant) into the cortex of neonatal recipient mice. As above, we measured the 

proportion of surviving GFP positive and tdTomato positive cells at 3, 6, 13, and 21 DAT (Figure 

8A). Similar numbers of GFP positive and tdTomato positive cells were observed at 3 and 6 

DAT. However, the fraction of Pcdhγ mutant cINs (tdTomato+) surviving was dramatically lower 

by 21 DAT, when the transplanted cells reached a cellular age equivalent to that of endogenous 

cINs after the normal wave of PCD  (21DAT is roughly equivalent to P15). Note that in this 

experiment the proportion of WT cells increases during this same period (from 6 to 21 DAT).  

This change in proportion is not a reflection of increased survival, as these cells also undergo 

elimination by PCD (see below)(Supplement Figure  9), but that, with the increased loss of 

mutant cells, the WT cells account for a larger fraction of the total surviving cells. 

 

 We next determined the extent to which the Pcdhγ loss of function affected the survival 

of cINs using the co-transplant assay. As above, we co-transplanted 50K cells of each genotype 

(Pcdhγ WT and Pcdhγ mutant) into the cortex of host mice (Figure 9A) and compared the 

survival of each population at 6 and 21 DAT. At 6 DAT the total number of tdTomato positive 

cells in the cortex of recipient mice was similar to that of GFP positive cells (Figure 9A, D & E). 

However, between 6 and 21 DAT the total number of GFP positive cells that express WT Pcdhγ 

had decreased by an average of ~63% (Figure 9E, compared to Figure 9C).  This surprising 

result contrasted with the results above, where the population of either GFP or tdTomato 

labeled cells but expressing WT Pcdhγ was reduced by ~40% between 6 and 21 DAT. This 
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result also suggests that WT cells die at a higher rate (63%) when co-transplanted with Pcdhγ 

mutant MGE cells. However, this observation would require additional animals for statistical 

confirmation.  Regardless, the number of Pcdhγ mutant (tdTomato+ cells) cINs  in these co-

transplants decreased drastically, by ~96% (Figure 9E). This experiment confirms that MGE 

cells lacking Pcdhγ function are eliminated in far greater numbers than control MGE cells and 

show that the presence of Pcdhγ WT cINs within a mixed population also affects the survival of 

mutant cINs (compare Figure  8 and Figure 9). However, this observation would require the 

assessment of the total change in cIN numbers between 6 and 21 DAT when Pcdhγ mutant 

cells are transplanted alone. Altogether, these observations are consistent with the hypothesis 

that cINs interact with other cINs of the same age(discussed below).
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Figure 9.1 - MGE cell transplantation reveals a non-cell autonomous effect of Pcdhγ on cIN 
survival. 
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Figure 9.1 - (A) Schematic of co-transplantation experiment for quantification of absolute 
number of transplanted MGE cells derived from (1) Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 and Gad1-GFP embryos WT 
for Pcdhγ or (2) Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant, magenta) and Gad1-GFP (Pcdhγ 
WT, green) embryos. The total numbers of transplant-derived cINs were counted at 6 and 21 
DAT throughout the cortical volume were transplanted cells dispersed. (B) Photographs of 
representative coronal sections of co-transplanted tdTomato and GFP-labeled cells, both Pcdhγ 
WT, at 6 and 21 DAT. Scale bar 100 um. (C) Absolute number of surviving tdTomato and GFP-
labeled Pcdhγ WT cIN at 6 and 21 DAT (top graph) (Mann-Whitney test, **p=0.0286, n = 4 mice 
per time point from one transplant cohort). The drop in number of transplant derived cells was 
similar for WT-GFP+ and WT-tdTomato+ (Supplement Figure 10). A 39% drop in cIN number 
was observed between 6 and 21 DAT (bottom graph). (D) Photographs of representative 
coronal sections of transplanted tdTomato-labeled Pcdhγ mutant (magenta) and GFP-labeled 
Pcdhγ WT (green) cells at 6 and 21 DAT. Survival of the cINs drops for both genotypes, but the 
tdTomato-labeled cells were nearly eliminated by 21 DAT. Scale bar 100 μm. (E) Absolute 
number of surviving cINs at 6 and 21 DAT (top graph)(2-way ANOVA; Fage = 128.65, P value < 
0.0001, adjusted p value ****p<0.0001); F-genotype = 9.74 (p value=0.0066, adjusted p value 
*p=0.0126); n = 5 mice per time point from one transplant cohort). Comparing 6 and 21 DAT a 
drop of ~63% and of 96.0% was observed, respectively, for cells WT and mutant for Pcdhγ 
(bottom graph).
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Supplement Figure 10.1 - Fluorescent reporter or breeding background does not affect the 
survival of transplanted MGE-derived cINs. 
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Supplement Figure 10.1 - (Related to Figure 9.1) - (A) Schematic of co-transplantation of 
MGE-derived cIN precursors. MGE precursor cells were derived from Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14- 
(tdTomato+) and Gad1-GFP (GFP+) E13.3 embryos that carry WT Pcdhγ. The GFP and 
tdTomato positive cells were mixed in similar proportions and transplanted into WT black six 
(C57Bl6) host recipients. Survival of the transplanted cells was analyzed at 6 and 21 DAT. (Ba-
Bc) Quantification of the GFP (green bars) and tdTomato (magenta bars) positive cells in the 
cortex of Blk6 recipient mice at 6 and 21 DAT. The number of GFP+ (green bars) and 
tdTomato+ (magenta bars) cells decreases over time (Ba), but the relative change in cell 
number from 6 to 21 DAT (Bb) and the survival fraction (Bc) is similar in both the GFP+ and 
tdTomato+ population. Note here that the initial ratio was not 50/50 with slightly more GFP+ 
cells transplanted compared to the tdTomamto+ cells.  This indicates that the fluorophore and 
driver of the fluorophore do not affect survival. Note that a similar survival between 6 DAT and 
21 DAT (shown in Bc) is not a reflection of unchanged cell numbers, but rather that GFP or 
tdTomato cells account for a similar fraction of all the transplant-derived cells (Mann-Whitney 
test, *p=0.0286 (Ba), n = 4–5 mice per time point).
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We next determined whether the survival of the Pcdhγ WT or Pcdhγ mutant cells labeled 

with GFP or tdTomato respectively would be affected by their density.  At 6 DAT, the Pcdhγ WT 

or Pcdhγ mutant MGE-derived cINs had migrated away from the injection site establishing a 

bell-shaped distribution of density as a function of tangential distance from the injection site 

(Figure 10B & B’). The dispersion of developing cINs lacking Pcdhγ was indistinguishable from 

that of control WT cells at this time (Figure  10B’, top graph), consistent with our observation 

that Pcdhγ expression is not required for the migration of MGE-derived cINs. Strikingly, the 

survival fraction at 6 DAT of control Pcdhγ WT and Pcdhγ mutant cINs at the injection site or at 

multiple locations anterior or posterior to the site of injection were also similar (Figure 10B’, 

bottom graph).  By 21 DAT the survival of Pcdhγ mutant cells was dramatically reduced, and to 

a  similar extent at all distances from  the injection site (Figure 10B & B’).  Since the density of 

cIN varies fivefold over regions measured, we conclude that the survival of control Pcdhγ WT 

and Pcdhγ mutant cINs does not depend on their density over this range.  
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Figure 10.1 - Survival of cINs, WT, or mutant for Pcdhγ, was not affected by cell density. 
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Figure 10.1 (A) MGE cells derived from Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 embryos (Pcdhγ mutant, 
magenta) and from Gad1-GFP embryos (Pcdhγ WT, green) were mixed in equal numbers and 
transplanted into WT hosts. The survival of tdTomato and GFP- labeled cINs was analyzed in 
every other section throughout the brain region of the transplant dispersal. (B) Photographs of 
representative coronal sections at the injection site, anterior and posterior to it, from host mice 
at 6DAT. At this time, similar numbers of tdTomato and GFP-labeled cINs were observed at 
each location. Scale bar 100 μm. (B’) Dispersion analysis at 6 DAT of the Pcdhγ WT (green) or 
Pcdhγ mutant (magenta) cells, represented as density (top) or survival fraction (bottom) as a 
function of distance from the site of injection. Note that the density of cells decreases as one 
moves anteriorly or posteriorly with respect to the injection site. At 6 DAT, the dispersal and 
survival were similar for both WT and Pcdhγ mutant cells. (C) Photographs of representative 
coronal sections at the injection site, or anterior and posterior to it, from host mice at 21DAT. 
Note the dramatic reduction in the number of Pcdhγ mutant cells (magenta) compared to the 
Pcdhγ WT cells (green). Scale bar 100 μm. (C’) Dispersion analysis at 21DAT of the Pcdhγ WT 
(green) or Pcdhγ mutant (magenta) cells, represented as density (top) or survival fraction 
(bottom) as a function of distance from the site of injection in the host recipients. At 21 DAT, the 
survival fraction for the Pcdhγ mutant cells (magenta) was dramatically reduced and similarly 
affected at different locations with respect to the injection site.
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Morphological and Physiological maturation of cINs lacking Pcdhγ 

The above results indicate that cINs lacking Pcdhγ genes have increased cell death, specifically 

when the transplanted cells reach an age equivalent to that of endogenous cINs undergoing 

their normal period of PCD. However, transplantation experiments showed that the proportion of 

cell death was constant across varying cell densities, suggesting potential increased cell-cell 

contacts due to higher cell density might not be a factor in determining cIN survival. Still we 

wondered whether the loss of Pcdhγ in cINs affected their morphological maturation during this 

period. We first determined the survival fraction for the co-transplanted Pcdhγ WT and Pcdhγ 

mutant cINs labeled with GFP or tdTomato respectively. To this end, we mixed similar 

proportions of Gad67-GFP (Pcdhγ WT) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3(Pcdhγ mutant) MGE-

derived cIN precursor cells, and transplanted this mix into the cortex of neonate mice. We 

measured the survival of the transplanted cells at several time points during the period when 

cell death occurs in the transplanted population (6, 8, 10, 12 and 21 DAT).  We found that the 

proportion of the Pcdhγ mutant cINs dropped steadily throughout the period of cell death 

(Figure 11B). We next imaged the transplanted cells using confocal microscopy, and performed 

morphological reconstructions of the transplanted cINs between 6 and 12 DAT when the 

majority of the transplanted cINs underwent PCD (Figure 11A). We found no obvious 

differences between Pcdhγ mutant and control Pcdhγ WT cINs in neuritic complexity, including 

neurite length (Figure 11C), the number of neurites (Figure 11D), number of nodes (Figure 

11E) and number of neurites ends (Figure 11F). These results suggest that Pcdhγ genes do not 

play a major role in the morphological maturation of cINs during the period of cIN death.   

 

Next, we investigated whether the loss of Pcdhγ affected the integration or intrinsic 

physiological properties of the transplanted cells at time points around the peak of Pcdhγ-

mediated cell death. Again, we utilized the co-transplantation assay of cINs that were either 

Pcdhγ deficient (labeled with tdTomato) or carried WT Pcdhγ (labeled with GFP).  To test how 
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integration was affected, we made acute cortical slices of mouse visual cortex at 8, 9, 10, 11, 

and 12 DATs and measured the frequency of spontaneous excitatory (glutamatergic) and 

inhibitory (GABAergic) synaptic events, comparing mutant and WT  cINs within the same slice. 

There was no effect to the loss of Pcdhγ function on the frequency of spontaneous excitatory 

(glutamatergic) synaptic events or on the frequency of spontaneous inhibitory (GABAergic) 

synaptic events (Figure 12B and Tables 1 and 2). We next investigated whether the loss of 

Pcdhγ altered intrinsic physiological properties in co-transplanted cINs. There was no effect to 

the loss of Pcdhγ on the maximum firing rate (Figure 12C and Tables 1 and 2), membrane time 

constant (Tau) (Figure 12D and Table 1), or input resistance (Figure 12F and Table 1). A 

difference in capacitance was observed at 8DAT between the WT Pcdhγ and mutant Pcdhγ 

cINs, but this difference was not statistically significant following multiple comparisons correction 

and was not seen at later time points (Figure 12E and Table 1). While we conclude that the 

synaptic integration and morphological - functional maturation of cINs lacking Pcdhγ is similar to 

that of cINs with WT Pcdhγ controls, we cannot rule out the possibility that Pcdhγ mediate 

interactions among cINs or between cINs and ENs that might be important for other neuronal 

activity. 
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Figure 11.1 - Loss of Pcdhγ does not affect the morphological maturation of cIN during the 
period of PCD. 
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Figure 11.1 - (A) Photographs of representative images and morphological reconstructions of 
co-transplanted Gad1-GFP cells (Pcdhγ WT, left columns) with Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 
cells (Pcdhγ mutant, right columns) at 6, 8, 10 and 12DAT. Scale bars, 50 μm. (B) 
Quantifications of Pcdhγ WT(green) and Pcdhγ mutant cells (magenta) from co-transplanted 
animals, represented as survival fraction from total number of cells per section at 6, 8 10 12, 
and 21 DAT. Pcdhγ mutant cells show increased cell death between 6 and 8 DAT and this 
increase in neuronal elimination occurs through 21 DAT. (C–F) Measurements of neurite 
complexity during the period of PCD: neurite length (C), neurite number (D), node number (E), 
and neurite ends (F) in Pcdhγ WT(green) and Pcdhγ mutant (magenta) neurons at 6, 8, 10, and 
12 DAT. Two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test, n = 32 (WT), n = 35 (Pcdhγ mutant) cells at 6 
DAT, n = 27 (WT and Pcdhγ mutant) cells at 8 DAT, n = 26 (WT), n = 27 (Pcdhγ mutant) cells at 
10 DAT, and n = 27 (WT), n = 31 (Pcdhγ mutant) cells at 12 DAT; cells analyzed from two 
transplant cohorts. All statistical comparisons were not significant following Benjamini-Hochberg 
multiple comparisons correction at alpha of 0.05.
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Figure 12.1 - Pcdhγ deletion does not affect the physiological properties of cINs during the 
period of PCD. 
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Figure 12.1 - (A) DIC image with fluorescence image overlaid showing co-transplanted cINs 
from the MGE of Gad1-GFP (Pcdhγ WT, green) or Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant, 
red) embryos, recorded in an acute brain slice taken from visual cortex (scale bar 10 µm). (Ba) 
Representative voltage-clamp recordings (1 s) from a Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ 
mutant) cINs held at −70 mV (top) to record glutamatergic events (orange circles) and 0 mV 
(bottom) to record GABAergic events (cyan circles). Bb, Bc. Group data from cINs recorded at 
8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 DAT showed that co-transplanted Gad1-GFP cINs (WT, green circles) and 
Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 cINs (Pcdhγ mutant, magenta circles) have similar rates of 
glutamatergic events (measured at −70 mV, Bb) and similar rates of GABAergic events 
(measured at 0 mV, Bc). The voltage clamp recordings from (Ba) are represented within the 
group data by the orange (−70 mV) and cyan (0 mV) circles in Bb and Bc) respectively. Ca, Cb. 
Representative current clamp traces showing a range of firing rates from a Gad1-GFP cIN (WT, 
blue trace) and a Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 (Pcdhγ mutant, black trace) cIN responding to 
intracellular current injections (Ca), and the corresponding FI curves (Cb). (Cc) Group data from 
cINs recorded at 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 DAT showed that co-transplanted Gad1-GFP cINs (WT, 
green circles) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 cINs (Pcdhγ mutant, pink circles) have similar 
maximum spike rates. The current clamp traces from (Ca and Cb) are represented within the 
group data by the blue and black circles. (Da) Left: Gad1-GFP (WT) cIN voltage responses to 
repeated current injections (blue traces). Right: The membrane time constant (Tau) is calculated 
by fitting an exponential to the average voltage trace (black line). (Db) Group data from current-
clamp recordings of co-transplanted Gad1-GFP cINs (WT, green circles) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-
Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 cINs (Pcdhγ mutant, magenta circles) at 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 DAT shows that 
Pcdhγ deletion does not affect membrane time constant. The current clamp recording from (Da) 
is represented within the group data by a black circle. (E and F) Group data from current-clamp 
recordings of co-transplanted Gad1-GFP cINs (WT, green circles) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-
Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 cINs (Pcdhγ mutant, magenta circles) at 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 DAT shows that 
Pcdhγ deletion does not affect either capacitance (E) or input resistance (F). Cells analyzed in 
A–F were taken from at least three transplant cohorts.
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PART IV  - Genomic complexity of Pcdhγ and its role in cIN survival 

 

Genomic complexity of Pcdhγ is not required for the regulation of PCD. 

The genomic complexity of the Pcdhγ gene cluster and the low protein expression levels of 

PCDHγ isoforms in neurons have made it difficult to assay the expression profile of Pcdhγ in 

single cells.  Our results above indicate that the loss of function of all 22 Pcdhγ isoforms 

encoded from the Pcdhγ gene cluster significantly increased cell death among cINs.  Whether 

all 22 Pcdhγ are equally involved in the regulation of cIN survival remains unclear. To dissect 

the Pcdhγ gene cluster complexity and its role in cIN survival, we use a series of genetic 

deletions in the Pcdhγ gene locus and probe the role of various Pcdhγ isoforms in the regulation 

of cIN cell death in mice.   

 

Loss of Pcdhγ C-type isoforms is sufficient to increase cell death. 

Our qPCR expression analysis suggested that the expression of Pcdhγa1, Pcdhγa2, Pcdhγc4, 

and Pcdhγc5 in cINs increases during, or soon after, the period of cell death (Figure 1C).  In 

collaboration with the laboratory of Professor Tom Maniatis at Columbia University, we obtained 

mice with constitutive deletions of Pcdhγa1, Pcdhγa2 and Pcdhγa3 (Pcdhγtako) or Pcdhγc3, 

Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5  (Pcdhγtcko).  Using these mice, we tested if  Pcdhγa1 and Pcdhγa2 or 

Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5 were required for the normal survival of MGE-derived cINs.  

 

We first crossed the Pcdhγtako/tako mouse line to Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 mice to label MGE-

derived cINs (Figure 7A). The resulting Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγtako/tako mice (Pcdhγa1, Pcdhγa2, 

and Pcdhγa3 mutant) develop and breed normally, are born in normal Mendelian ratios had 

normal weight and showed no evidence of brain abnormalities.  At P30, the density of cINs in 

both somatosensory and visual cortex of Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγtako/tako mice was not significantly 

different from that of controlNkx2.1Cre-Ai14 mice that are WT for Pcdhγ (Figure 7D). Consistent 
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with this finding, co-transplanted MGE cells obtained from Gad67-GFP and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-

Pcdhγtako/tako E13.5 MGE donor embryos displayed similar surviving cIN fractions (Figure 13A, B 

& B’). Therefore, the removal of the first three isoforms (A1, A2, and A3) of the Pcdhγ gene 

cluster does not significantly affect cIN survival. 

We next tested the function of C-type Pcdhγ  isoforms (Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5) for cIN 

survival.  Since homozygous Pcdhγtcko mice die shortly after birth (W. V. Chen et al. 2012), 

Pcdhγtcko heterozygous mice were crossed to the Nkx2.1-Cre-Ai14 mouse line to label 

MGE/POA-derived cINs (Figure 13A).  Even though homozygous Nkx2.1-Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγtcko/tcko 

mice develop normally (normal weight and no evidence of brain abnormalities) and are born in 

normal Mendelian ratios, these mice die shortly after birth (W. V. Chen et al. 2012). To bypass 

neonatal lethality, and study the role of Pcdhγc3-c4-c5 isoforms during the normal period of 

postnatal cIN cell death, we co-transplanted Pcdhγc3-c4-c5 homozygous mutant E13.5 MGE 

cells and Pcdhγ WT (GFP+) cells into the cortex of WT neonatal recipients (Figure 13A). At 6 

DAT, the dispersion and density of tdTomato+ and GFP+ cells was indistinguishable. However, 

the number of tdTomato+ MGE-derived Pcdhγc3-c4-c5 mutant cINs dropped dramatically 

between 6 and 21 DAT, compared to the Pcdhγ WT (GFP+) population (Figure 13C). The 

survival of Pcdhγc3-C4-C5 mutant cINs at 21 DAT was strikingly similar to that observed after 

transplantation of MGE cells lacking the entire Pcdhγ gene cluster (Nkx2.1-Cre-ai14-

Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3); compare Figure 8 and Figure 13.  These results indicate that unlike Pcdhγ 

isoforms A1, A2, and A3, the Pcdhγ isoforms C3, C4, and C5 are essential for cIN survival.

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/chnJM
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/chnJM
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Figure 13.1 - Loss of Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4, and Pcdhγc5 is sufficient to increase cIN cell death. 
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Figure 13.1 - (A) Diagram of the mutant alleles Pcdhγtako (Pcdhγa1, Pcdhγa2, and Pcdhγa3 KO) 
and Pcdhγtcko (Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4, and Pcdhγc5 KO). Below - schematic of transplantation of 
MGE cIN precursors from Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγtako/tako (Pcdhγa1, Pcdhγa2, and Pcdhγa3 
deleted) and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγtcko/tcko (Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4, and Pcdhγc5 deleted) embryos. 
These cells were mixed in equal proportions with MGE cells from Gad1-GFP embryos (Pcdhγ 
WT, green) and transplanted into WT Blk6 host recipients. Survival of the GFP and tdTomato-
labeled cells was analyzed at 6 and 21 DAT. (B, B’) Representative photographs of cortical 
sections from transplanted host animals at 6 (left) and 21 (right) DAT. Note the similar 
proportions of Pcdhγ WT (GFP+) and Pcdhγa1-, Pcdhγa2-, and Pcdhγa3- deleted cells 
(tdTomato+) at 6 and 21DAT. Scale bars, 100 μm. (B’) Quantifications of the survival fraction of 
the GFP (green) and tdTomato (magenta)-labeled MGE-derived cells at 6 and 21 DAT. Note, 
survival fraction remains similar and constant for both genotypes (Pcdhγ WT and Pcdhγa1-, 
Pcdhγa2-, and Pcdhγa3- deleted cells) between 6 and 21 DAT (Mann-Whitney test, p=6571, n = 
4 mice per time point from one transplant cohort). (C, C’) Representative photographs from 
coronal brain sections of transplanted host animals at 6 (left) and 21 (right) DAT. Scale bars, 
100 μm. Survival of MGE-derived cINs from Pcdhγc3-, Pcdhγc4-, and Pcdhγc5-deleted embryos 
(tdTomato+) is markedly different from MGE-derived cINs from Pcdhγ WT embryos (GFP+). (C’) 
Survival fraction at 6 and 21 DAT of the Pcdhγ WT (green) and Pcdhγc3-, Pcdhγc4-, and 
Pcdhγc5- deleted cells (magenta) (Mann-Whitney test, ****p=0.0286, n = 4 mice per time point 
from one transplant cohort).
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Pcdhγc4, but not the A-, B- or other C-type isoforms, plays a key role in the regulation of 

cIN PCD.  

 

As mentioned above, the Pcdhγ gene locus encodes for the  expression 22 distinct PCDHγ 

proteins. The 22 Pcdhγ genes are subclassified into A-, B- or C-type isoforms. The A- and B-

type isoforms comprise 19 of the 22 Pcdhγ genes. The remaining three isoforms are the C-type 

Pcdhγ (Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5). The above experiment suggested that the Pcdhγ C-

type isoforms are key to cIN survival, but it did not exclude that the 19 Pcdhγ A- and B-type 

isoforms are dispensable in the regulation of cIN cell death. It was also unclear whether one, 

some or all C-type Pcdhγ isoforms participate in the regulation of cIN cell death. To  determine 

whether Pcdhγ diversity and expression of all 22 Pcdhγ isoforms is required for cIN survival, we 

obtained a series of Pcdhγ deletions in the A-, B- and C-type isoforms  in collaboration with the 

laboratory of Joshua Wiener from the University of Iowa. 

  

Using the CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing tool, a group from the Jackson Laboratory and 

University of Iowa developed a large cohort of  new mouse lines with mutations or deletions in 

one or several clustered Pchd genes (Garrett et al. 2019). We obtained three of these newly 

generated mouse lines: the Pcdhγ1R1, PcdhγC4KO and Pcdhγ3R2 (Figure 14A). Mice carrying the 

Pcdhγ1R1  allele solely express Pcdhγc4 and have a constitutive deletion of 21 of the 22 Pcdhγ 

isoforms. Conversely, mice with the PcdhγC4KO allele have a constitutive deletion of Pcdhγc4 but 

express the remaining 21 Pcdhγ isoforms.  Lastly,  the Pcdhγ3R2 mice express Pcdhγc3 and 

Pcdhγc4 but lacks Pcdhγc5 and all of the PcdhγA- and PcdhγB- type isoforms, with the 

exception of B8. Importantly, all three lines carry intact alleles of the Pcdhα and Pcdhβ gene 

clusters. Together, experiments using these mouse lines helped us determine whether one, 

some or all of the Pcdhγ C-type isoforms are required for the regulation of cIN cell death. In 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/aQqqZ
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addition, results using the above lines will help determine whether the alternate PcdhγA- and 

PcdhγB-type isoforms contribute to cIN survival.  

 

The Pcdhγ1R1, PcdhγC4KO and Pcdhγ3R2  mice do not carry a fluorescent reporter to label 

cINs. Thus we took two approaches to study the function of these mutations in cINs. In the first 

approach, we used a lentivirus expressing GFP to label MGE precursor cells (Figure 14A-B).  

In the second approach, we crossed two of  the above lines (Pcdhγ1R1 and PcdhγC4KO) to an 

MGE reporter mouse line to fluorescently labeled cINs derived from the MGE (Figure 15A-B).  

 

MGE precursors cells obtained from Pcdhγ1R1/1R1 homozygous embryos at E13.5, and 

infected with lentivirus expressing GFP driven by the CAG promoter (Figure 14B, see methods 

for infection details). The  virus infected Pcdhγ1R1/1R1 MGE cells were mixed with Pcdhγ WT 

MGE cells obtained from Nkx21.Cre-Ai14 embryos(Figure 14B).  In this co-transplantation 

experiment, cells lacking all Pcdhγ except C4 were carried using GFP-labeled and WT cells 

carried tdTomato.  The mixture of cells was transplanted into the cortex of neonate WT mice, 

and the host mice were sacrificed at 7 and 21 DAT (n=3), at an age equivalent to P1 and P15 

for the transplanted cells. The proportion of GFP and tdTomato labeled cells was compared at 

these timepoints.  At 7DAT the fraction of Pcdhγ1R1/1R1 GFP labeled cells was  ~40% while the 

Pcdhγ WT tdTomato labeled cells was roughly 60% of the of the total number of cells in each 

brain slice analyzed (Figure 14C).  By the 21 DAT, the proportion of Pcdhγ1R1/1R1 GFP 

population dropped slightly to ~33% and that of WT tdTomato cells increased slightly to ~67% 

(Figure 14C).  This suggests that if the 19 Pcdhγ A- and B-type, and  Pcdhγc3 and C5 

contribute to the regulation of cIN cell death, their contribution is small.  

 

We next tested the function of  Pcdhγc5 using embryos that are homozygous for the  

Pcdhγ3R2  allele.  These mice carry only B8, C3 and C4, but lack all other Pcdhγ isoforms 
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including C5.   MGE precursor cells from E13.5 Pcdhγ3R2/3R2 embryos  were infected with GFP-

expressing lentivirus, and mixed with Pcdhγ WT MGE cells obtained from Nkx21.Cre-Ai14 

embryos (Figure 14A-B). The mixture of cells was transplanted into the cortex of neonate mice, 

and the fraction of GFP and tdTomato cells analyzed at 6 and 21 DAT.  At 6 DAT (n=3) the 

Pcdhγ3R2/3R2 GFP positive cells accounted for an average of 70% while the Pcdhγ WT tdTomato 

positive cells made-up 30% of the total cell number in each of the brain slices analyzed (Figure 

14D).  By 21 DAT (n=4) the proportion of Pcdhγ3R2/3R2 GFP positive cells decreased from 70% to 

60% while the Pcdhγ WT tdTomato positive increased from 30% to 40% (Figure 14D).  These 

results suggest that Pcdhγc5, and most of the 19 Pcdhγ A- and B-type isoforms do not 

contribute significantly to cIN survival.  

 

We next tested the deletion of Pcdhγc4 to cIN survival. These mice have a deletion of all 

of the Pcdhγ cluster, with the exception of C4.  For breeding purposes we used mice that carry 

a heterozygous PcdhγC4KO allele, since mice homozygous for the deletion of the Pcdhγc4  die 

shortly after birth (Garrett et al. 2019).  As above,  MGE precursor cells from E13.5 

PcdhγC4KO/C4KO embryos  were infected with GFP-expressing lentivirus, and mixed with Pcdhγ 

WT MGE cells obtained from Nkx21.Cre-Ai14 embryos (Figure 14A-B). The mixture of cells 

was transplanted into the cortex of neonate mice, and the fraction of GFP and tdTomato cells 

analyzed at 6 and 21 DAT (n=1).  At 6 DAT, the GFP positive cells accounted for 49% of all the 

transplant-derived cells, while tdTomato positive cells made up 51% of the total  transplanted 

cells in each brain slice (Figure 14E).  By 21 DAT, the proportion of the GFP cells had 

dramatically dropped to 17% and at this time the majority (83%) of the transplant-derived cells 

were WT tdTomato positive (Figure 14E). In these co-transplants, carry-over virus particles 

infected a portion of the grafted tdTomato-labeled cells expressing Pcdhγ WT.  The proportion 

of the tdTomato cells that were also labeled with GFP (double labeled:tdtomato+GFP+) 

remained similar between 6 and 21 DAT, suggesting virus infection or viral-driven GFP 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/aQqqZ
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expression does not cause changes in survival. These initial results using retroviral labeling 

suggests that the loss of Pcdhγc4 is sufficient to induce the elimination of high numbers of cINs  

 

The above results suggest that the Pcdhγ A-type and B-type (19 isoforms) in addition to 

the Pcdhγc3 and Pcdhγc5 isoforms do not play a major role in the regulation of cIN PCD.  Since 

these preliminary experiments were carried out using viruses to infect and label the mutant 

cells, some of the host cells were also labeled due to  viral particles that are carried along with 

the cell mixture used for transplantation.  Therefore, we cannot exclude the possibility that some 

GFP labeled host cells could have been included in our analysis.     
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Figure 14.1 - With the exception of Pcdhγc4, all other Pcdhγ isoforms, including Pcdhγc5 are 
largely not required for cIN survival. 
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Figure 14.1 - (A) Diagram of the Pcdhγ WT and mutant alleles Pcdhγ1R1, Pcdhγ3R2 ,and 
PcdhγC4KO. (B) Schematic of the MGE dissection, cell dissociation, lentiviral infection of MGE 
cIN precursors carrying the different mutations ( Pcdhγ1R1, Pcdhγ3R2 ,or PcdhγC4KO) and 
transplantation into P0-P8 WT hosts.. Infected cells from either Pcdhγ1R1, Pcdhγ3R2 ,or 
PcdhγC4KO mutant embryos were mixed with MGE cIN precursors from Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 embryos 
carrying WT Pcdhγ, and the mixture was transplanted into WT neonate host. (C-E) 
Quantifications of the GFP (Pcdhγ mutant, green dots) and tdTomato (Pcdhγ WT, red dots) 
positive cells from mice co-transplanted with either Pcdhγ1R1 and PcdhγWT(C), Pcdhγ3R2 and 

PcdhγWT(D) or PcdhγC4KO and PcdhγWT(E).  Each dot represents the average proportion of GFP 
or TdTomato positive cells from the total number of cells (GFP plus tdTomato) per brain section.  
ANOVA ,  **p= 0.0044, ns = not significant; For C n=3; for D n=3 & 4; for E n=1; 10 brain 
sections were analyzed per mouse from each transplantation cohort.
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To validate the above results, we crossed the Pcdhγ1R1 and PcdhγC4KO mice  to the 

MGE/POA reporter mouse line to enable a genetically encoded label for the cINs (Figure 15A 

and Figure 16A).  Since mice that are homozygous for the PcdhγC4KO allele develop normally 

(no apparent weight, size, or brain abnormalities) and are born in normal Mendelian ratios, but 

die soon after birth,  we utilized the co-transplantation method described above to study cINs 

survival postnatally in the above mutant mice (Figure 15B and Figure 16B).  

 

As control, cINs expressing GFP were derived from micro dissected MGEs from Gad67-

GFP embryos. cINs lacking Pcdhγc4 were derived from equivalent dissections of Nkx2.1Cre-

Ai14-PcdhγC4KO/C4KO embryos expressing the tdTomato protein in MGE-derived cells. MGE cells 

from the two genotypes were dissociated, mixed in similar proportions, and grafted into the 

cortex of WT neonate mice.  The proportion of GFP or  tdTomato labeled cells was analyzed at 

6 and 21 DAT.  At 6 DAT the tdTomato positive PcdhγC4KO/C4KO mutant cells averaged 54.1% out 

of all the transplant-derived cells analyzed in each of the brain sections (Figure 15C-D). By 21 

DAT, tdTomato PcdhγC4KO/C4KO mutant cell population dropped to 31%(Figure 15C-D). These 

results suggests that both the GFP Pcdhγ WT  and tdTomato PcdhγC4KO/C4KO mutant cells 

undergo cell death between 6 and 21 DAT, but the Pcdhγc4 KO cells died at much higher rates, 

validating our preliminary results using viral labeled cells.
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Figure 15.1 - Genetic labeling of MGE-derived cIN confirms that the loss of Pcdhγc4 increased 
cIN cell death. 
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Figure 15.1 - (A)  Diagram of mouse crosses to obtain PcdhγC4KO homozygous MGE cells 
labeled with MGE-specific genetic reporter. Nkx2.1Cre mice, which carry the conditional Ai14 
allele to fluorescently label MGE-derived cINs, were crossed PcdhγC4KO mice that carry a 
constitutive deletion of the Pcdhγc4 isoform. (B) The MGEs of PcdhγC4KO homozygous mutant 
embryos were dissected, dissociated, and mixed with equal numbers of MGE cells from control 
Gad67-GFP embryos at E13.5. The mixture of GFP+ (Pcdhγ-WT) and tdTomato+ 
(PcdhγC4KO/C4KO) cells was grafted into the cortex of WT neonate mice. (C) Left - Confocal 
images acquired from the cortex of 6 and 21 DAT mice. The transplanted cells were labeled 
with GFP (PcdhγWT) or tdTomato (PcdhγC4KO/C4KO). Right -  Quantifications (shown as survival 
fraction) of surviving GFP or tdTomato labeled MGE-derived cINs at 6 and 21 DAT.  Both the 
GFP and tdTomato labeled cells undergo PCD between 6 and 21DAT. At 6 DAT the proportion 
of  GFP and tdTomato cells was similar, but by 21DAT the proportion of tdTomato 
(PcdhγC4KO/C4KO) cells dropped significantly compared to the control cells (GFP). (D) Survival 
fraction quantification from (C) is shown by the brain section (each circle) at 6 and 21 DAT. 
Scale bar = 50 um, ANOVA , **p = 0.0001 , n = 3 mice per time point and 10 brain sections per 
mouse from one transplant cohort.
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We next asked if cINs expressing Pcdhγc4 but lacking all other Pcdhγ isoforms survive 

to levels comparable to cINs carrying the entire Pcdhγ gene cluster as suggested by our viral 

labeling experiment.  To this end, control MGEs were obtained from Gad67-GFP mice and cells 

lacking all Pcdhγ isoforms, except C4 from  Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγ1R1/1R1 embryos.  The MGE at  

E13.5 were dissected, the cells dissociated, mixed in similar proportions, and grafted into the 

cortex WT neonate mice (Figure 16B).  The survival of the GFP and tdTomato labeled cells 

was analyzed at 4, 6, 13 and 21 DAT.  Quantification of the GFP or tdTomato shows similar 

proportions of GFP or tdTomato positive cells at 4 DAT. The proportion of GFP and tdTomato 

positive cells remained constant up to 6 DAT, but showed a small but significant decrease 

(~10%) in the Pcdhγ1R1/1R1 mutant cells from 6 to 21 DAT (n=3), consistent with our earlier 

results using the viral-labeled approach method (Figure 16C-D).  The reduction in the number 

of cINs carrying the Pcdhγ1R1/1R1 allele may be explained by the reported reduced levels of 

Pcdhγc4 in the Pcdhγ1R1/1R1 mice (Garrett et al. 2019).  However, we cannot rule out the 

possibility that the lack of expression of the other 21 Pcdhγ isoforms contributed to this 

reduction.  

 

Together with the above observations using the viral-labeling of MGE-derived cIN and 

the genetic labeling of mutant mice carrying combinations of PCDHγ isoforms deletions 

(Figures 14-16) indicate that cIN survival is regulated primarily by a single PCDHγ protein,  the 

c4 isoform. 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/aQqqZ
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Figure 16.1 - Elimination of all Pcdhγ, except for Pcdhγc4, results in survival of the majority of 
cINs.  
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Figure 16.1 - (A)  Diagram of mouse crosses to obtain Pcdhγ1R1 homozygous MGE cells 
labeled with MGE-specific genetic reporter. Nkx2.1Cre mice, which carry the conditional Ai14 
allele to fluorescently label MGE-derived cINs, were crossed Pcdhγ1R1 mice that express 
Pcdhγc4 but carry a constitute deletion of 21 out of the 22 Pcdhγ isoforms. (B) The MGEs of 
Pcdhγ1R1 homozygous mutant embryos were dissected, dissociated, and mixed with equal 
numbers of MGE cells from control Gad67-GFP embryos at E13.5. The mixture of GFP+ 
(PcdhγWT) and tdTomato+ (Pcdhγ1R11/R1) was grafted into the cortex of WT neonate mice. (C) 
Left -Confocal images acquired at 6 and 21 DAT of the GFP or tdTomato labeled transplanted 
cells in the cortex.  Right -  Quantifications (shown as survival fraction) of GFP or tdTomato-
labeled MGE-derived cells at 4, 6, 13, and 21 DAT.  Both the GFP and tdTomato-labeled cells 
undergo PCD between 6 and 21DAT.  The proportion of GFP and tdTomato cells was similar 
between 4 and 6 DAT.  A small but significant decrease in the fraction of tdTomato+ cells (red 
circles) was observed between 6 and 21 DAT. (D) Quantifications of (C) shown for each of the 
analyzed brain sections (represented by a circle) at 4 and 21 DAT.  Scale bar = 50 um, ANOVA 
, **p = 0.0001, n = 3 mice per time point and 10 brain sections per mouse from one transplant 
cohort.
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PART V -  Pcdhγc4 plays a key role in cIN survival 

 

Expression of Pcdhγc4 rescues cINs that lack the entire Pcdhγ gene cluster.  

In Part IV of my thesis work, I investigated how different Pcdhγ  isoforms affect the survival of  

cINs. The work suggests that Pcdhγ C-type isoforms, and particularly Pcdhγc4, play a key role 

in the regulation of cIN survival.  To further test this hypothesis, I cloned lentiviral constructs 

encoding Pcdhγc4 or Pcdhγc5 and introduced them into cIN precursors cells lacking all Pcdhγ. 

Since cINs lacking the function of all Pcdhγ are nearly eliminated when co-transplanted with WT 

cINs expressing Pcdhγ (see Figure 9A, D and E.), I reasoned that a rescue effect would be 

most evident in Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 cells.   

 

In order to clone the Pcdhγ expressing constructs, I used the pLenti-CAG-empty-ires-

EGFP, a lentiviral vector that drives the expression of the enhanced green fluorescent protein 

(EGFP) under the strong CAG promoter. The “ires” sequence was removed to create the control 

vector expressing GFP (pLenti-CAG-EGFP) (Figure 17A).  The Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5 coding 

regions were cloned into the control plasmid, downstream of the CAG promoter and upstream of 

the EGFP sequence (Figure 17A-C).  In the pLenti-CAG-Pcdhγc5-EGFP construct, the 

Pcdhγc5 coding sequence is connected to the GFP sequence via a two amino acid linker and  

under a single open reading frame. Similarly, in the pLenti-CAG-Pcdhγc4-EGFP construct, the 

Pcdhγc4 is connected to the GFP coding sequence via a two amino acid linker.  Therefore, from 

either of the above constructs,  PCDHγC4 or PCDHγC5 proteins that are fused to GFP can be 

produced (Figure 17C).
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Figure 17.1 - Lentiviral constructs expressing Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5. 
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Figure 17.1 - (A) Diagram of the control lentiviral construct used to label cINs with GFP in 
Figures 14.1, 18.1, and 19.1.  Note that the strong CAG promoter drives the expression of 
GFP.  (B) Schematic showing coding regions for Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5.  The  Pcdhγc4 and 
Pcdhγc5 protein coding region was cloned into the control vector in (A), and positioned 
downstream of the CAG promoter but upstream of the enhanced GFP coding sequence.  (C) 
Diagrams depicting each of the cloned lentiviral constructs for the expression of Pcdhγc4 or 
Pcdhγc5. The stop codon was removed from the coding sequence of Pcdhγc4 or Pcdhγc5, but 
each of the Pcdhγc4 or Pcdhγc5  coding region was cloned in-frame with the GFP coding 
sequence, such that the pLenti-CAG-Pcdhγc4-GFP or the pLenti-CAG-Pcdhγc5-GFP generated 
a PCDHγC5 or  PCDHγC5 protein that is fused to GFP. 
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The control pLenti-CAG-EGFP, the pLenti-CAG-Pcdhγc4-EGFP and a pLenti-CAG-

Pcdhγc5-P2A-GFP (not shown) were validated in vitro for expression and toxicity in cultured 

neurons. The pLenti-CAG-Pcdhγc5- EGFP was not validated.  The MGEs of Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 

embryos at E13.5 were dissociated and cultured with dorsal cortex cells of an equivalent age 

(Figure18A). The cultured cells were infected with lentivirus expressing GFP, Pcdhγc5-P2A-

GFP or Pcdhγc4-GFP, fixed at 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 days after infection and stained against GFP 

and tdTomato (Figure18A .  All cells infected with the control virus expressed GPF at all time 

points, with no apparent dimming in the expression of GFP at the later time points (Figure 18B). 

Cells infected with Pcdhγc5-P2A-GFP expressing virus also expressed GFP but at lower levels 

compared to the control infected cells. Lower expression levels are likely due to the increased 

size of the Pcdhγ construct and lower viral titer.  Similarly, cells infected with the Pcdhγc4-GFP 

expressing construct expressed GFP at a lower level. Pcdhγc4 fused to GFP could be detected 

at the cell surface, including the soma, perisomatic regions and processes, and to some extent 

within the cell body.  This is consistent with the normal localization of Pcdhγc4, a cell-surface 

adhesion protein.  Expression of either PCDHγC5-P2A-GFP or PCDHγC4-GFP did not appear 

to be toxic to the cells as similar proportions of GFP and RFP positive cells were observed 

across the different time points analyzed (data not shown). 
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Figure 18.1 - In vitro validation of lentiviral constructs expressing Pcdhγ. 
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Figure 18.1 - (A) Schematic representation of the in vitro culture assay, infection, and imaging 
of cINs expressing GFP, PCDHγC5-P2A or PCDHγC4-GFP. cIN precursors from E13.5 MGE of 
Nkx2.1 Cre-Ai14 embryos were dissociated, cultured, and infected with lentivirus. The infected 
cells were identified via expression of tdTomato and GFP and imaged at 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 days 
in vitro (DIV).  (B) Representative images of the infected cINs at 3DIV, 5DIV, 7DIV, 9DIV, and 
11DIV.  The cINs are labeled with tdTomato, and the infected cells express GFP. GFP can be 
readily detected at all time points in the infected cells expressing either GFP, PCDHγC5-P2A, or 
PCDHγC4-GFP. 
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We next tested the effect of each of the above viral constructs on the survival of 

transplanted cINs.  Dissociated MGE cells from E13.5 of Nkx2.1 Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 

embryos were infected in suspension with lentivirus expressing either GFP, Pcdhγc4, or 

Pcdhγc5 (Figure19 and Figure20). Importantly, each construct was tested independently and 

in separate experiments (explained in more detail below). The cell-virus mixture from each viral 

construct was pelleted and excess viral particles were washed before transplantation. The 

infected cells were grafted into the cortex of WT mice. Since each mouse was transplanted with 

the same mixture of virally infected cells, the effect of expressing one of the above constructs on 

cINs could be determined by quantifying the number of infected cells to the non-infected cells 

over time. The infected cells were identified by expression of GFP and tdTomato (yellow cells), 

while non-infected cells expressed only tdTomato (red cells) and were used as controls. To 

measure the effect on cIN survival, we quantified the fraction of the infected cells (yellow cells) 

and non-infected cells (red cells) at 6 and 21 DAT, before and after the period of PCD.  We first 

infected MGE cIN precursor cells carrying WT Pcdhγ with lentivirus expressing GFP and 

transplanted them into the cortex WT mice (Figure19 A-B). In this control experiment, we tested 

whether lentiviral infection or the expression of GFP alone could affect survival.  At 6 DAT, the 

fraction of infected cells was approximately 50% and remained constant between 6 and 21 DAT, 

suggesting that infection with lentivirus and expression of GFP had no impact on survival 

(Figure 19 C-D).
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Figure 19.1 - Infection with lentivirus and expression of GFP does not affect the survival of 
cINs. 
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Figure 19.1 - (A) Diagram of mouse crosses to obtain PcdhγWT MGE cells labeled with MGE-
specific genetic reporter. (B) Schematic of lentiviral infection and transplantation of MGE cIN 
precursors. The MGEs of Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 embryos that carry PcdhγWT were dissected, 
dissociated, and infected in suspension with lentivirus expressing GFP. The infected cells were 
grafted into the cortex of WT recipient mice P0-P8. (C) Confocal acquired images of the 
transplanted cINs in the cortex at 6 and 21 DAT. Notice that all transplanted cells are labeled 
with tdTomato (red), while cells expressing virally-driven GFP are labeled in green. 
Quantifications of the tdTomato+ only or tdTomato+GFP+ (double labeled, yellow) cells are 
shown as the fraction of cells from the total tdTomato+ cells at 6 and 21 DAT.  (D) 
Quantifications from (C) are shown to the right  (each dot) at 6 and 21 DAT.  Note that the 
survival fraction is not affected by the vial injection or the expression of GFP.  Scale bar = 50 
um, ANOVA , ns = not significant, n = 3-4 mice per time point and 10 brain sections per mouse 
from one transplant cohort.
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We next tested whether the expression of Pcdhγc4 effected the survival of cINs lacking 

the function of the entire Pcdhγ gene cluster (using the Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice).  MGE precursor 

cells from E13.5 Nkx2.1 Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 embryos were infected with the Pcdhγc4 

expressing lentivirus (Figure 20 A-B). As above, the infected cells were identified via GFP 

expression. At 6 DAT roughly 35% of the tdTomato cells expressed GFP, while the remaining 

population expressed tdTomato. Importantly, both the GFP positive and GFP negative 

populations undergo cell death between 6 and 21 DAT. As described in our earlier results,  

transplanted Pcdhγ mutant cINs are nearly eliminated during the period of PCD. However, 

Pcdhγ mutant cINs that expressed the lentiviral-driven Pcdhγc4 isoform were rescued from cell 

death. Indeed, the fraction of tdTomato cells that also expressed GFP changed from 35% to 

70% between 6 and 21 DAT, while the GFP negative population decreased from 65% to 30% 

during the same period of time (Figure 20 C-D).  These results indicate that the introduction of 

Pcdhγc4 to cINs lacking Pcdhγ function, is sufficient to prevents mutant cells from undergoing 

apoptosis during the period of PCD. 
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Figure 20.1 - Lentiviral expression of Pcdhγc4rescues cINs lacking the function of all Pcdhγ 
isoforms. 
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Figure 20.1 - (A) Diagram of mouse crosses to obtain Pcdhγ mutant MGE cells labeled with 
MGE-specific genetic reporter. Nkx2.1Cre that also carries the conditional Ai14 allele to 
fluorescently label MGE-derived cINs were crossed to Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice to remove the 
function of all 22 genes in the Pcdhγ gene cluster. (B) Schematic of the lentiviral infection and 
transplantation of MGE cIN precursors. The MGEs of Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 embryos 
were dissected, dissociated, and infected in suspension with lentivirus expressing  PCDHγC4-
GFP. The infected cells were grafted into the cortex of WT recipient mice P0-P8. (C) Confocal 
acquired images of the transplanted cINs in the cortex at 6 and 21 DAT. Notice the expression 
of GFP can be found near the cell surface including the cell processes, reflecting the actual 
location of Pcdhγ since GFP is fused to PCDHγC4.  Quantifications of the tdTomato+ only or 
tdTomato+GFP+ (yellow cells) cells are shown as the fraction of cells from the total tdTomato+ 
cells at 6 and 21 DAT.  The fraction of the yellow cells increases from 6 to 21DAT, while the 
fraction of the tdTomato+ but negative for GFP decreases at equivalent time points. (D) 
Quantifications from (C) are shown by the brain section (each dot) at 6 and 21 DAT. Scale bar = 
50 um, ANOVA , ****p = 0.0001 ns, n = 3 mice per time point and 10 brain sections per mouse 
from one transplant cohort.
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The above results, while preliminary, are consistent with Part 4 of my thesis indicating 

that the Pcdhγc4isoform encoded in the Pcdhγ gene cluster, plays a key role in the regulation of 

PCD among cINs.  Key questions remain unanswered, including whether cell death can be 

prevented in all cINs that express the Pcdhγc4isoforms, and if not, what fraction of those cells 

that express Pcdhγc4survive, and why a fraction of Pcdhγc4-expressing cINs still undergo 

apoptosis. It will be interesting to test whether the expression of Pcdhγc4in cINs carrying a full 

set of Pcdhγ affects their survival.  It will also be of interest to study if  lentiviral-mediated 

expression Pcdhγc3 or Pcdhγc5 isoforms modify cIN survival during the normal period of cell 

death.  

 

Part VI - Future directions 

 

The above experiments suggest that of the 58 clustered Pcdh isoforms, expression of 

Pcdhγc4is key to survival and Pcdhγc4alone might entirely account for the regulation of cIN 

survival in the cortex. Nevertheless, several questions remain unanswered. For example, it 

would be necessary to determine if expression of Pcdhγc4can rescue cINs that undergo normal 

PCD. This would be answered by forcing the expression Pcdhγc4in WT cINs that carry a full set 

of Pcdhγ (including Pcdhγc4). Preliminary experiments suggest that this is not the case (data 

not shown). However, this observation requires additional experiments in which either all or a 

high proportion of the transplanted cINs are forced to express the Pcdhγc4isoform. It would also 

be interesting to determine if all cINs expressing the Pcdhγc4survive? This could be primarily 

determined by quantifying all the transplanted cells in the cortex of host mice at a baseline time 

point and then after the period of cell death. It would also be interesting to force the expression 

of Pcdhγc3 or Pcdhγc5 and determine whether these affect cIN survival. The above data from 

straight mutant mice already suggest that Pcdhγc3 and Pcdhγc5 do not play a significant role 

for the survival of cINs. Lastly, given recent observations () that correlated activity is key to the 
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regulation of PCD, it would be interesting to determine whether cINs that lack Pcdhγc4have 

aberrant or de-correlated activity among themselves or with host pyramidal cells.  

 

CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION 

 

The findings above indicate that Pcdhγ genes play a critical role in regulating cIN survival during 

the endogenous period of cIN PCD in the neocortex. Specifically, the Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4and 

Pcdhγc5 isoforms within the Pcdhγ gene cluster are essential for the selection of those cINs that 

survive past the period of PCD and become part of the adult cortical circuit. Pcdhγ genes do not 

affect the production or migration of cINs and appear to be dispensable for the survival of cINs 

beyond the normal  period of cell death. Together with previous work in the spinal cord and 

retina, these results suggest that Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4, and Pcdhγc5 isoforms are key to the 

regulation of PCD in the CNS. In contrast, deletions of the Pcdhγα and Pcdhγβ gene clusters 

did not alter cell death during this period. 

 

Our initial approach involved the removal of Pcdhγ function from all GABAergic cINs via 

the Gad2-Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mouse line. These mice displayed a dramatic reduction of 

cINs of all subtypes, including a significant decrease in the number of VIP+ cells, which are 

derived from the CGE.  A similar observation has been recently reported by Carriere et al 

(2020). In these mice, Pcdhγ function was also removed from most other GABAergic neurons 

throughout the nervous system, as well as from a small fraction of astrocytes (Taniguchi et al. 

2011). Since the removal of Pcdhγ function in all Gad2-Cre expressing cells could affect the 

survival of cINs indirectly, we used Nkx2.1-Cre-Ai14 mice to more specifically remove Pcdhγ 

function from MGE/POA derived cINs. As in the Gad2-Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice, a sharp 

decrease in cINs was observed, but now only MGE-derived PV, SST, and a subpopulation of 

RLN cIN were affected. Importantly, Nkx2.1 is also expressed in the POA, and a small fraction 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/jLU1q
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/jLU1q
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of cINs in the neocortex (~10%) are derived from Nkx2.1 expressing cells in the POA.  We were 

not able to distinguish cINs derived from the POA.  However, the number of VIP cells was not 

affected in these mice, suggesting that the reduction in the number of MGE-derived cINs does 

not affect the survival of those derived from the CGE.  Consistent with recent observations 

(Carriere et al., 2020), the number of un-recombined PV and SST (PV+/tdTomato- and 

SST+/tdTomato-) cINs in Nkx2.1-Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice, increased compared to WT mice 

(Supplement Figure 7).  These cells, which are likely derived from the dorsal Nkx6.2+/Nkx2.1- 

MGE domain (Hu, Vogt, Sandberg, et al. 2017; Fogarty et al. 2007; Sousa et al. 2009; Hu, Vogt, 

Lindtner, et al. 2017) may increase their survival in compensation for the loss of Nkx2.1-derived 

cINs lacking Pcdh-γ function.   However, we cannot exclude that the increased number of un-

recombined PV and SST cells in Nkx2.1-Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice resulted from increased 

production or migration of cIN derived from regions of low, or no, expression of Nkx2.1.  Further 

experiments will be required to understand the origin of these un-recombined PV+/Ai14- and 

SST+/Ai14- cINs and whether the observed increase in their numbers is due to compensatory 

survival mechanisms. 

 

Consistent with the results above, Pcdhγ loss of function in SST-expressing cINs via the 

Sst-Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfon3/fcon3 mouse line resulted in a similar reduction of SST+ cINs in the cortex 

of the mutant mice. However, removal of Pcdhγ function from PV+ cINs using the PV-Cre line 

did not lead to changes in the number of PV+ cINs in the cortex.  Importantly, the PV-Cre 

transgene becomes activated specifically in PV cINs starting at around ~P16.  This is a time 

after the period of PCD for cINs. These findings therefore suggested that Pcdhγ function is not 

required for cIN survival after the period of normal cell death.  

 

PCDHγs are not required for the normal production of young Nkx2.1 derived cINs in the 

MGE, or for their migration into the mouse cerebral cortex. The extent of proliferation as 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/jvo7f+ftcKJ+tsL8V+rw83G
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/jvo7f+ftcKJ+tsL8V+rw83G
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measured by quantification of cells expressing the mitotic marker Phospho-histone H3 (pHH3) 

in the ventricular and subventricular zone  in the MGE was essentially the same in mice that 

carried WT or lacked the function of Pcdhγ, and the number of migrating MGE derived cINs into 

the cortex was also indistinguishable between control and mutant mice. We did not directly 

address whether interference with Pcdhα and Pcdhβ isoforms affected the birth and migration of 

cINs, but we infer these two clusters also have no, or minimal effects on cIN production and 

migration because the final numbers of MGE derived cINs were not significantly affected after 

the loss of either Pcdhα or Pcdhβ. However, the aggregate loss of Pcdhs in multiple clusters 

might in principle be required for phenotypes to be manifested (Ing-Esteves et al. 2018). Our 

findings, therefore, cannot exclude the possibility that simultaneous elimination of the Pcdhα 

and Pcdhβ isoforms might have an effect on cIN production, migration, or apoptosis. However, 

the elimination of Pcdhγ gene cluster alone increases cell death among cINs, establishing that 

removal of a limited number of isoforms is sufficient to reveal the cell-death phenotype, and 

suggesting Pcdh diversity might not be essential for cIN survival.  

 

Importantly, the increase in PCD observed following the loss of Pcdhγ function was fully 

rescued when the pre-apoptotic gene Bax was also eliminated. Not only was the increased 

Pcdhγ dependent cell death eliminated in Bax mutant animals, but these animals had a ~ 40% 

increase in the numbers of surviving cINs compared to WT controls, identical to the effect of the 

Bax mutation in wild type animals. This observation is consistent with previous observation 

showing that ~40% of cINs are eliminated during the period of PCD (Southwell et al. 2012; 

Wong et al. 2018).  Moreover, the increased death of cINs after removal of Pcdhγ function 

occurs precisely during the normal period of PCD. These observations indicate that Pcdhγ 

isoforms are required specifically to regulate cIN numbers during the critical window of PCD for 

cIN. This is consistent with previous studies in the retina and spinal cord that have pointed to 

Pcdhγs as key mediators of PCD (Lefebvre et al. 2008; W. V. Chen et al. 2012).  

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/KrFIb
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH+vrhL
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH+vrhL
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vX6zv+chnJM
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Together, the observations above suggested that while the Pcdhα and Pcdhβ genes do 

not regulate cIN survival, those isoforms encoded in the Pcdhγ gene cluster are key to the 

survival of cINs during the normal period of cell death.  Whether all 22 Pcdhγ isoforms are 

required for cIN survival and how Pcdhγ regulate survival remained largely unanswered.  

Previous studies have indicated that the C-type isoforms in the Pcdhγ gene cluster (Pcdhγc3, 

Pcdhγc4 and Pcdhγc5) are required for the postnatal survival of mice and regulate survival of 

cells in the retina and spinal cord ((Lefebvre et al. 2008; W. V. Chen et al. 2012)).  A more 

recent study suggests that the Pcdhγc4 isoform is the key mediator in the regulation of neuronal 

cell death in the spinal cord (Garrett et al. 2019). How the Pcdhγc4 isoform in the Pcdhγ gene 

cluster mediates cell death remains a fundamental question for future research. Interestingly, 

the Pcdhγc4  isoform appears to be unique in that it is the only Pcdh isoform that does not bind 

in a homophilic manner (Garrett et al. 2019) and it is not translocated to the membrane unless it 

is associated with other PCDHs (Thu et al. 2014). The mechanism by which the Pcdhγc4 

isoform regulates cell-cell interactions among young cINs, leading to the adjustment of local 

circuit neuron numbers, remains unclear. 

 

Heterochronic transplantation of cIN precursors from the MGE into the cortex of WT 

mice allowed us to test for the survival of Pcdhγ WT and mutant cINs simultaneously and in the 

same microenvironment. The co-transplantation assay also allowed us test whether Pcdhγ 

regulate survival in a non-cell autonomous manner, whether cINs of the same age that carry 

different sets of Pcdhγ interact to regulate survival, and whether survival of Pcdhγ mutant cells 

occurred in accordance with the age of the cells. As previously reported (Southwell et al. 2012), 

cINs die following their own time-course of maturation. Consistent with this, the transplanted 

cells (extracted from the MGE at E13.5) died with a delay of 7-13 days compared to the 

endogenous host cINs when transplanted into P1-P7 WT mice. In these co-transplants, cINs 

labeled with GFP or tdTomato but carrying WT Pcdhγ undergo an approximately 40% reduction 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vX6zv+chnJM
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/aQqqZ
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/aQqqZ
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/TksBr
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
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in density between 6 and 21DAT, reflecting the timing and proportion of normal cell death 

endogenous cINs undergo in WT mice.  This is consistent with the notion that the cellular age of 

cINs determines the timing of PCD (Southwell et al. 2012)and that cIN cell death is largely 

regulated at the cell or population level, a process that is largely independent of trophic support 

(Southwell et al. 2012).  Interestingly, the role of Pcdhγ function was clearly evident in the co-

transplants of WT and mutant cINs in that the survival of the mutant cells was extremely low 

compared to that of WT cells. The dramatic decrease in the survival of Pcdhγ-mutant cINs 

occurs precisely during the period of PCD for the transplanted population. The survival of 

transplanted WT cINs as well as that of Pcdhγ mutant cINs was constant over a wide range of 

densities, as evidenced by the fact that while the density of transplanted cINs decreases as a 

function of the distance from the transplantation site, the proportion of dying cells of both 

phenotypes was similar at different distances from the site of transplantation. These 

observations argue against local trophic support availability such as neurotrophins or activity; 

support mediated by neurotrophins, or local activity could be expected to exist in excess within 

areas of low density of transplanted cells.  

 

Interestingly, the survival of WT cINs was also reduced when co-transplanted with Pcdhγ 

deficient MGE-cells although this difference did not reach statistical significance with the 

numbers of cases studied*. If true, these findings would be consistent with the notion that cell-

cell interactions among young cIN after their migration, is an essential step in determining their 

final numbers.  However, we cannot exclude that the increase in the elimination of WT cells may 

result from a non-specific (e.g., toxic) effect of the increased cell death among Pcdhγ mutant 

cells. If the latter occurs, the process is specific to the population of Nkx2.1+ MGE-derived cINs 

because there was no effect on cell death of  WT CGE-derived VIP cINs (Figure 3E,  

Supplement Figure 4) or on non-Nkx2.1-derived SST or PV cells (Supplement Figure 7).  

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
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Interactions mediated by Pcdhγs, may directly or indirectly regulate survival of cINs of the same 

age and origin. 

 

In the spinal cord, only a small subset of Pcdhγ isoforms appears to be required for 

neuronal survival. Based on our qPCR data on cINs (see part 1), we hypothesized that cINs in 

the neocortex might also not require all Pcdhγ  isoforms for survival. Particularly, the Pcdhγc5 

showed  a pronounced increase in expression during the peak of cell death, suggesting 

Pcdhγc5 might be key to cIN survival.  However, unlike the spinal cord where cell death takes 

place prenatally (Wang et al. 2002; Prasad et al. 2008), cIN PCD occurs mostly postnatally. 

Since mice lacking Pcdhγ C-type isoforms (Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4, and Pcdhγc5) die soon after 

birth, we could not study the extent of cIN cell death directly in these mutant animals. We, 

therefore, took advantage of transplantation and co-transplantation to compare the survival of 

cells lacking these three isoforms. The loss of cINs lacking Pcdhγc3, c4 & c5 isoforms was 

identical to that when the function of the entire Pcdhγ cluster is lost.  This further suggests that 

these Pcdhγ C-isoforms (Pcdhγc3, Pcdhγc4, and Pcdhγc5) are the key to the regulation of cIN 

death. The co-transplantation assay, implemented in the present study, provides strong 

evidence that Pcdhγs in cIN are key to their selection by PCD.  PCDHγ proteins could be 

mediating initial cell-cell interactions that are important for the survival of cINs.  Two non-

exclusive possibilities exist: (1) PCDHγ mediate cell-cell interaction among young cIN to adjust 

their population size, and levels of inhibition, according to the numbers that reached the cortex; 

(2) PCDHγ mediate interactions with locally produced excitatory pyramidal neurons to adjust 

final numbers according to local levels of excitation.  For the latter, MGE derived cINs could 

interact with pyramidal neurons via PCDHγC-type isoforms.  However, alternative # 2 is unlikely 

to explain how PCDHγs adjust cIN numbers since the conditional removal of Pcdhγ in pyramidal 

cells show no effect on the survival of cINs (Carriere et al., 2020).  However, we cannot exclude 

that initial connectivity with excitatory pyramidal neurons may indeed require the proper 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/6QbH8+kYGmV
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expression of Pcdhγ among cINs through non-homophilic interactions. Interestingly, both in the 

cortex and the spinal cord, two different neural structures, PCDHγC-type isoforms appear to be 

the key regulators of survival of local circuit cINs.   

 

A recent study has shown that coordinated activity of synaptically connected assemblies 

of cINs is essential for their survival (Duan et al. 2020).  Pyramidal cells receive information from 

these assemblies via GABAAγ2-signaling and through the de-synchronization of their activity 

regulate cIN program cell death.  Pcdhγs could be important in bringing together cINs of a 

common origin and at similar stages of maturations for the formation of initial cINs functional 

assemblies. The formation of these assemblies of synchronously firing cINs and the subsequent 

selection by pyramidal driven de-synchronization could explain both cell/population autonomous 

(Southwell et al. 2012)), and non-cell autonomous (Wong et al. 2018) mechanism of cIN PCD.  

Interestingly,  the Pcdh isoform γC5 binds to the GABAAγ subunit of the GABA receptor (Li et al. 

2012), but the role of γC5-GABAAγ interaction on neuronal survival remains unknown.  The 

transplantation assay provides a powerful tool to further study how Pcdhγs, cell-cell interactions, 

and cellular age contribute to cIN selection.   It will be interesting, for example, to determine if 

heterochronically transplanted cINs form functional assemblies and whether these assemblies 

are affected by the removal of different Pcdhγs. 

 

We started addressing some of the above possibilities by transplanting cINs lacking 

various combinations of the Pcdhγ genes. We took advantage of a series of mutant animals 

lacking specific subsets of Pcdhγ isoforms that recently became available. Using the 

CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing tool, a group from the Jackson Laboratory and University of Iowa 

developed a large cohort of  new mouse lines with mutations or deletions in one or several 

clustered Pchd genes (Garrett et al. 2019). We obtained three newly generated mouse lines: the 

Pcdhγ1R1, PcdhγC4KO and Pcdhγ3R2 (Figure 14A).  Pcdhγ1R1  mice express Pcdhγc4 but have a 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/GEwl
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vrhL
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/V0SHE
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/V0SHE
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/aQqqZ
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constitutive deletion of all the remaining Pcdhγ isoforms (21 out of 22 isoforms).  Conversely, 

the PcdhγC4KO mice have a constitutive deletion of Pcdhγc4 but express the remaining 21 Pcdhγ 

isoforms.  The Pcdhγ3R2 mice express Pcdhγc3 and Pcdhγc4 but lacks Pcdhγc5 and all of the 

Pcdhγ A- and Pcdhγ B- type isoforms, with the exception of B8.  Importantly these new mouse 

lines harbor constitutive deletions of Pcdhγ isoforms and some of the deletions such as that of 

Pcdhγc4 result in neonatal lethality, transplantation was necessary not only to bypass the 

neonate lethality but also isolate the MGE cINs from potential non-cell autonomous effects that 

may result by interaction from other cells with Pcdhγ deletions.  I initially used GFP virally 

labeled cells lacking Pcdhγc4, Pcdhγc5, or solely expressing Pcdhγc4 to test how different 

Pcdhγ  C-type isoforms affected cIN cell death.   This preliminary data suggest that Pcdhγc5 is 

not required for cIN survival. Similarly, cINs lacking all Pcdhγ isoforms, except for Pcdhγc4, 

show a small significant decrease in survival that could attributed to decreased levels of 

Pcdhγc4 in these mutant cells, suggesting that most Pcdhγ isoforms, including Pcdhγc3 and 

Pcdhγc5 dot not play a significant role in the regulation of cell death. Surprisingly, however, the 

sole loss of Pcdhγc4 leads to a pronounced decrease in the survival of transplanted MGE 

derived cINs in cortex. I extended these initial observations by crossing the above Pcdhγ1R1 and 

PcdhγC4KO  mice to reporter mice to specifically label MGE derived cINs, and used 

transplantation to compare the survival of cINs.   These experiments also indicate that the lack 

of Pcdhγc4 is sufficient to induce a significant increase in cIN cell death.   Consistent with the 

above experiments, most transplanted MGE-cells that solely expressed Pcdhγc4 survived 

normally.  These observations validated the above findings, further indicating that Pcdhγ 

diversity is not required for survival and suggesting Pcdhγc4 is a key regulation or cell death in 

cINs in the cortex. 

To complement the findings above, I force the expression of Pcdhγc4 in cINs lacking the 

entire set of Pcdhγ genes. Since most cINs that lack function of all Pcdhγ isoforms are 

eliminated when transplanted in the cortex of WT mice, we reasoned that the expression of 
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Pcdhγc4 in these mutant cells would prevent them from undergoing cell death. Indeed, 

expression of Pcdhγc4,  resulted in increased survival of the mutant cells when compared to 

cells that did not express Pcdhγc4. Together, our findings indicate that a single Pcdhγ isoform, 

Pcdhγc4, may be solely responsible for the regulation of cIN cell death in the cortex.  

Nevertheless, several key questions remain for future research including how Pcdhγc4 

regulates survival of cIN,  what types of  cell-cell interactions is  Pcdhγc4 mediating, how 

expression of Pcdhγc4 affects survival of cINs that do not express Pcdhγc4. Other important 

questions include whether all cINs that express Pcdhγc4 survive, and how the expression of 

Pcdhγc4 relates to the correlated neuronal activity found during the peak of cIN cell death.  

Together this work along with previous work from the Alvarez-Buylla laboratory suggest 

that the final number of cIN  in the cerebral cortex is determined at least in part through a cell or 

population intrinsic mechanism that could  involve cell-cell interactions.  Furthermore, others 

have shown that the perturbation of activity in ENs or cIN at the peak of PCD (P7-P9) results in 

increased or decreased numbers of cINs (Wong et al. 2018; Duan et al. 2020; Wong et al. 

2022), suggesting that PCD is in part regulated through activity-dependent mechanisms.  It 

remains undetermined what role, if any, Pcdhγc4 plays in the regulation of activity during the 

peak of PCD. Given the key role Pcdhγc4 plays in the survival of cIN and the fact that Pcdhγc4 

is a cell-adhesion molecule that is involved in strictly homophilic cell-cell recognition (Thu et al. 

2014), initial cell-cell interactions within the cIN population could be mediated through Pcdhγc4.  

In this regard, it would be interesting to determine whether network activity is perturbed 

(decreased or increased) in cINs lacking Pcdhγc4. In addition, loss of vesicular GABA release 

from cINs leads to their increased participation in network activity and concomitantly to 

increased cIN survival (Duan et al. 2020). Hence it would also be interesting to remove the 

function of vesicular GABA release and of Pcdhγ in cINs and determine their survival during 

PCD. Lasty, it would be interesting to determine the expression of C-type Pcdhγ isoforms in 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vrhL+GEwl+K9ln
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/vrhL+GEwl+K9ln
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/TksBr
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/TksBr
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/GEwl
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individual cells in the cortex during the period of PCD to determine the expression dynamics of 

these isoforms during PCD.  

 

During the evolution of multiple mammalian species including humans, the cerebral 

cortex has greatly expanded in size and in the number of excitatory and inhibitory neurons it 

contains. Interestingly, the proportion of cINs to ENs is also increased in the human cerebral 

cortex, compared to that of mice (Fang et al. 2022). The significance of increased cIN numbers 

(in some brain regions proportionally to ENs) is unclear, but it could be argued that more 

evolved brains demand increased numbers of cINs for fine tuning cerebral circuitries with higher 

order functions.  Regardless, appropriate numbers of cINs are considered essential in the 

modulation of cortical function. The embryonic origin of cINs, far from the cerebral cortex, raises 

basic questions about how their numbers are ultimately controlled in development and during 

evolution. Coordinated increased production of cINs in the MGE and CGE is an essential step to 

satisfy the demand of an expanded cortex (Hansen et al. 2013).  In addition, MGE and CGE 

derived cINs in larger brains require increased and protracted production of young cINs that in 

turn require longer and more protracted migratory periods (Paredes et al. 2022; Paredes et al. 

2016).  Moreover,  recent work from the Nowakowski Laboratory (UCSF) suggests that RGCs in 

the developing human cerebral cortex could represent a new origin for cINs and provide an 

additional source of cINs for the expanded human cerebral cortex (Delgado et al. 2022).  

Independent of their origin, the young cINs arrive at the cortex in excess of their final number. 

This is ultimately adjusted by a period of PCD once the young cINs have migrated into the 

cortical plate and have begun to make synaptic connections in mice. Here we have identified 

the Pcdhγc4 isoforms in the Pcdhγ gene cluster as an essential molecular component in the 

regulation of PCD among cINs in mice. The fact that a cell surface adhesion protein plays a key 

role in this regulation suggests that interactions with other cells, possibly other cINs of the same 

age (Southwell et al. 2012), or possibly excitatory pyramidal cells (Wong et al. 2018), is part of 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/Kjty
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/9sH0z
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/y62D+JuaFj
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/y62D+JuaFj
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/LhyC
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the logic to adjust the final number of these essential GABAergic cells for proper brain function.  

An understanding of the cell-cell interactions that use Pcdhγc4 to regulate cIN cell death should 

give fundamental insights into how the cerebral cortex forms and evolves. Lastly, it would be 

interesting to determine if the principles of cIN cell adjustment to proportionally match the 

number ENs apply to the human cerebral cortex, and in particular whether Pcdhγc4 plays a role 

in regulating the adjustment of neuron numbers.  Recent work already suggests that the 

PCDHGC4  gene plays a critical role in normal brain development as mutations in this gene are 

associated with neurodevelopmental syndrome with progressive microcephaly, seizures, and 

joint anomalies (Iqbal et al. 2021). 

 

APPENDIX I - METHODS 

Animals.   

All protocols and procedures followed the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) 

guidelines and were approved by the UCSF Institutional Animal Care Committee.  Whenever 

possible, the number of males and females was matched for each experimental condition.  The 

following  breeders were purchased from the  Jackson Laboratory: Ai6, Ai14, Gad1-GFP, Gad2-

ires-Cre (Gad2Cre), BAC-Nkx2.1-Cre (Nkx2.1Cre), SST-ires-Cre (SSTCre), PV-ires-Cre-pA (PVCre),  

R26-CreERT2, Vgatfl/fl, Bax-/-, Baxfl/fl and WT C57BL/6J.  Pcdh-γ-fcon3 (FCON3) mice were 

obtained from Joshua Sanes at Harvard University.  Pcdhαacon/acon, Pcdhβdel/del ,  Pcdhγtako/tako , 

and Pcdhγtcko/tcko  mice were obtained from Tom Maniatis at Columbia University.  

Pcdhγ1R1/1R1(1R1) , PcdhγC4KO/C4KO(C4KO) and  Pcdhγ3R2/3R2(3R2) mice obtained from Joshua 

Weiner at the University of Iowa.  

 

Pcdhγ loss of function mice were obtained by crossing Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3  mice with Gad2Cre-Ai14- 

Pcdhγfcon3/+ mice, Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/+ , PVCre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/+ or SstCre-Ai14- Pcdhγfcon3/+.  

Pcdhγa1-A3 isoform knockout mice were obtained from crosses of Pcdhγtako/tako mice to 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/j05k
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Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγtako/+ mice. Pcdhα loss function mice were obtained by crossing 

Pcdhαacon/acon mice with  Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhαacon/+ mice.  Pcdhβ loss function mice were 

obtained by crossing Pcdhβdel/del mice with  Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhβdel/+ mice.  Pcdhγ1R1/1R1(1R1)  

and PcdhγC4KO/C4KO(C4KO)  mice were crossed to Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 breeders  to label the Nkx2.1 

progenitor cells. 

   

For cell transplantation experiments, GFP-expressing tissue in embryos was produced by 

crossing WT C57BL/6J  to heterozygous mice expressing green fluorescent protein-expressing 

(GFP) driven by Gad1 or by crossing Nkx2.1Cre;Ai6 breeder to WT C57BL/6J mice. In general, 

tdTomato-expressing tissue in embryos was obtained by crossing the various mutant alleles to 

the  Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 line.  Pcdh-γfcon3/fcon3  mutant embryonic tissue was obtained from embryos 

produced by crossing Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/+ mice with Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3 mice.  Pcdhγtako/tako  

mutant embryonic tissue was obtained from embryos produced by crossing Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-

Pcdhγtako/+  mice to homozygote Pcdhγtako/tako mice.  Pcdhγtcko/tcko mutant tissue was obtained 

from embryos produced by crossing Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγtcko/+  mice to heterozygote Pcdhγtcko/+ 

mice.  Pcdhγ1R1/1R1 mutant tissue was obtained from embryos produced by crossing Nkx2.1Cre-

Ai14-Pcdhγ1R1/1R1 breeders.  PcdhγC4KO/C4KO mutant tissue was obtained from embryos produced 

by crossing Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-PcdhγC4KO/+ breeders.  Gad1-GFP, Nkx2.1Cre; Ai6 and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14 

offspring were genotyped under an epifluorescence microscope (Leica), and PCR genotyping 

was used to screen for Pcdhαacon/acon; Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3, Pcdhγtako/tako , Pcdhγtcko/tcko, Pcdhγ1R1/1R1; 

PcdhγC4KO/C4KO and PcdhγC4KO/C4KO alleles in tdTomato positive embryos or reporter negative 

embryos. All cell transplantation experiments were performed using wild type C57Bl/6 recipient 

mice P0 to P8.   All mice were housed under identical conditions. 

 

Plasmids: The following plasmids were used in this work:  pLenti-CAG-ires-EGFP, pLenti-

CAG-EGFP, pLenti-CAG-P2A-EGFP,  pLenti-CAG-Pcdγc5-P2A-EGFP, pLenti-CAG-Pcdγc4-
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EGFP. pLenti-CAG-dEctoPcdγc4-EGFP,  pLenti-CAG-dCytoPcdγc4-EGFP, pLenti-CAG-

Pcdγc3-EGFP, and pLenti-CAG-Pcdγc5-EGFP.  

 

Timed pregnant mice: In experiments requiring timed pregnant mice, the day when the sperm 

plug was observed was considered E0.5.  Males were paired with two or more female mice the 

night before and checked for plugs early the following day. MGE cells for transplantation were 

acquired from the MGEs of E12.5 to E15.5 embryos.  

 

Transplantation: 

Generally ~200,000 cells are obtained from each MGE of an E13.5 embryo.  A successful 

transplantation experiment required cells obtained from a minimum of two embryos.  Generally, 

experiments that involve the co-transplantation of cells that carry different fluorophores and 

different Pcdhγ alleles, three embryos of each genotype and fluorophore provided the minimum 

number of cells for one experiment of two timepoints.  We utilized at least for embryos of each 

genotype for experiments with two or more timepoints or in which a larger number of cells were 

injected. Many of the Pcdhγ mutations were neonatal lethal and produced a cell death 

phenotype. For these Pcdhγ alleles, starting with a large number of cells ensures enough cells 

will survive for downstream analysis.  Therefore, in these scenarios at least 6 embryos of each 

genotype were utilized. For co-transplantation experiments, the concentration of cells of each 

genotype or fluorophore was determined using a hemocytometer; the GFP or tdTomato labeled 

cells were then mixed in the desired proportions.  To prepare the cells for transplantation, the 

cells suspension was concentrated by spinning in a table centrifuge for five minutes at 800g(rcf).  

The supernatant was removed, and the resulting pellet was resuspended and mixed well in a 

final volume of 1-6μL of Leibovitz L-15 medium (L15). This concentrated cell suspension was 

loaded into beveled glass micropipettes (~60-100 μm diameter, Wiretrol 5 μL, Drummond 

Scientific Company) prefilled with mineral oil and mounted on a microinjector.  The viability and 
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concentration of the cells in the glass micropipette was determined by using 100nl of cells 

diluted 200X in 10μL of L15 medium and 10μL trypan blue. The number of cells was then 

determined using a hemocytometer.  The desired number of cells was injected into neonate 

mice P0 to P8.  Importantly, if the cell pellet is too diluted (e.g. less than 1 million cells in 6ul) the 

concentration of cells within the micropipette might differ. For example, cells might aggregate 

and form clusters of various densities within the micropipette. Additionally, oftentimes the cells 

closer to the micropitter tip show a higher density. Lastly, mice that are  injected first could have 

more cells than mice injected last due to decreased cell viability over the entire injection period.  

In order to increase reproducibility and consistency between mice, it is best to start with a highly 

concentrated cell pellet (e.g. 6 million cells). Prior to the injection of cells, the recipient mice 

(C57Bl/6) were anesthetized by hypothermia (~3-5 minutes) and positioned in a clay head mold 

that stabilizes the skull (Merkle, Mirzadeh, and Alvarez-Buylla 2007).  Micropipettes were 

positioned at an angle of 0 or 30 degrees from vertical in a stereotactic injection apparatus. After 

the injections were completed, the transplanted mice were placed on a warm surface to recover 

from hypothermia. The mice were then labeled with a clipped toe and returned to their mothers 

until they were perfused or weaned (P21).  Transplantation of cells involving the Pcdhγtako/tako, 

Pcdhγtcko/tcko and PcdhγC4KO/C4KO alleles was performed utilizing cells from MGEs that had been 

cryopreserved.  

 

 

Tissue dissection and cell dissociation. For quantitative PCR analysis, tdTomato and GFP cells 

were dissociated from the P30 mouse cortex as described in (Saxena et al. 2012).  Briefly, the 

brains were dissected and collected in ice-cold L15 medium, and sectioned at 1mm interval  

using a stainless steel brain matrix (Tedpella).  The cortex was dissected using a surgical 

scaffold under a dissecting microscope and subsequently cut into chunks of ~ 1mm.  The cortex 

tissue was subsequently dissociated as described in (Saxena et al. 2012).  GFP or tdTomato 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/jwKXB
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/K991
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/K991
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positive cells were FACS-sorted at the UCSF FACS-sorting facility using a 100μm nozzle  and 

collected for downstream analysis.  Cells for transplantation obtained from MGEs dissected 

from E13.5 embryos as previously described (Southwell et al. 2012).  Dissections were 

performed in ice-cold 15 medium. The  MGEs were kept in L15 medium at 4°C.  After collecting 

and genotyping the embryos, MGE with the same genotype were pulled together and 

mechanically dissociated  using a P1000 pipette into a single cell suspension by repeated 

pipetting in L15 medium containing DNAse I (180μg/ml).  For experiments involving cells from 

cryopreserved MGEs, cryovials of interest were removed from -80°C, thawed at 37°C for 5 

minutes and the content of each tube was resuspended in a 15mL falcon tube containing room 

temperature L15 medium.  The MGE tissue naturally sinks to the bottom of the tube. The 

L15/DMSO supernatant was removed and replaced with fresh room temperature L15 medium to 

wash residual DMSO. The MGE tissue was next transferred to a 1.5mL Eppendorf tube with a 

P1000 pipette, and resuspended in 500ul of L15 medium containing DNAse. The MGEs were 

dissociated as above.  

 

Cryopreservation of MGE in toto. Dissected MGEs from each embryo were collected in 500 μL 

L15 medium and kept on ice until cryopreserved. MGEs were resuspended in 10% DMSO in 

L15 medium and cryopreserved as previously described (Rodríguez-Martínez, Martínez-Losa, 

and Alvarez-Dolado 2017). Vials were cooled to -80°C at a rate of -1°C/minute in a Nalgene™ 

Mr. Frosty Freezing Container and transferred the next day to liquid nitrogen for long term 

storage. Importantly, tissue for genotyping was collected from each embryo and labeled with a 

code name matching the codename of each cryotube used for the cryopreservation. 

  

Injection coordinates in neonates.  The mouse head grows continuously in neonates, requiring 

injection coordinates to be determined at every other day intervals (e.g. P2, P4, P6, P8).  The 

initial injections were done using lambda as a zero reference point. Lambda can be readily 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/fGZH
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/E1uwo
https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/E1uwo
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identified in P0 to P3 pups. However,  after P4, the skin color increases, and hair growth can be 

observed by P8.  Towards the end of my PhD, I changed the zero-reference point to increase 

the reproducibility between mice for the target coordinates in each experiment. The eye corner 

can be a more reliable starting point if one can consistently identify the same landmark in both 

eyes and from mouse to mouse. The eye corner can then be used at the zero reference point 

for the antero-posterior coordinate. The midline was used at the zero reference point for the 

medial-lateral coordinates. In order to establish the midline zero point, the distance between the 

two eye corners was measured and divided by half. When determined appropriately, the zero 

reference point taken at the midline is very reproducible and useful for very targeted injection 

such as the injection of cells into the wedge region of the lateral ventricles. The eye corner zero 

reference point used for the antero-posterior coordinate is less reproducible since the length of 

the brain can vary from mouse to mouse or if the head is not positioned in the same way from 

mouse to mouse. For instance, if the head is tilted slightly downwards or upwards, it can affect 

the actual target coordinates.  

 

Cell counting. For cell density counts in the visual and barrel cortex, cells were directly counted 

using a Zeiss Axiover-200 inverted microscope (Zeiss) and an AxioCam MRm camera (Zeiss), 

using Stereo Investigator (MBF).  tdTomato+ cells were counted at every sixth section (i.e., 300 

µm apart) along the rostral-caudal axis of visual and barrel cortex.  Total cell counts were 

extrapolated by Stereo Investigator. Cell densities were determined by dividing the total number 

of tdTomato+ cells by the volume of the region of interest in the visual or barrel cortex, identified 

by landmarks, for each animal. To measure PV, SST, RLN and VIP-positive cell densities in the 

visual cortex, cells were counted from confocal-acquired images, also at every sixth section. 

Cleaved caspase-3-positive (CC3+) cells were counted from images acquired on a Zeiss 

Axiover-200 inverted microscope (Zeiss) and a AxioCam MRm camera (Zeiss) using 

Neurolucida (MBF). Cleaved caspase-3-positive (CC3+) cells were counted in the cortex at 
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every sixth section along the rostral-caudal axis for each animal.  CC3+ cells in the olfactory 

bulb, hippocampus, and piriform cortex were not counted.  For layer distribution analysis of 

tdTomato+ cells  and for analysis of tdTomato negative (non-recombined) PV and SST positive 

cells, cells were counted from confocal-acquired images and using Fiji software cell counter 

function.  

For cell counts from transplanted animals, GFP positive cells and tdTomato-positive cells were 

counted in all layers of the neocortex.  Cells that did not display neuronal morphology were 

excluded from all quantifications. The vast majority of cells transplanted from the E13.5 MGE 

exhibited neuronal morphologies in the recipient brain.  Images of transplanted cells were 

acquired on a SP8 confocal, or a Zeiss Axiover-200 inverted microscope (Zeiss) with an 

AxioCam MRm camera (Zeiss) with a 10X magnification. Only the region of the cortex 

containing GFP, or tdTomato-positive cells was imaged.  GFP and tdTomato-positive cells were 

counted  using Neurolucida (MBF).  For quantification of the absolute numbers of transplanted 

cells in the neocortex of host recipients, cells from every second coronal section were counted. 

The raw cell counts were then multiplied by the inverse of the section sampling frequency (2) to 

obtain an estimate of total cell number (Figure ##).  In some experiments the absolute number 

of grafted cells varied between transplants; hence we report findings as the fraction of GFP+ or 

tdTomato+ cells that survive from the total transplant-derived cell number in that animal (GFP + 

tdTomato-positive).  We determined for these experiments the number of transplant-derived 

cells of the different genotypes before and, in different animals, after the period of cell death.  

For some experiments, we also quantified the number of transplant-derived cells during the 

period of cell death.  In data presented as the fraction of transplant-derived cells, GFP positive 

and tdTomato-positive cells were counted from coronal sections along the rostral-caudal axis in 

at least 10 sections per animal, and only in sections containing more than 10 cells.  To 

determine the fraction of GFP+ or tdTomato+ cells in each experiment,  the number of GFP or 

tdTomato-positive cells was divided by the total cell number (GFP + tdTomato) in that section.  
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This fraction does not reflect the absolute number of cells, but their relative contribution to the 

overall population of transplant-derived cells at different DAT. For experiments involving the 

expression of lentiviral driven GFP or Pcdhγ in transplanted cINs, at least 10 images per mouse 

were acquired in the confocal at 20X magnification. In these experiments, survival was 

determined by comparing the fraction of infected (GFP+) cells to the fraction of noninfected cells 

(GFP-) from the total number of transplanted cells (tdTomato+ ) in each brain section.  

 

Viral vector subcloning. All lentiviral plasmids were cloned from the backbone construct pLenti-

CAG-ires-EGFP (addgene plasmid #122953). A kozak sequence was added at the start of the 

coding region for all genes cloned. Plasmids were cloned using the Gibson Cloning Kit (NEB).  

The pLenti-CAG-EGFP construct was  cloned by removing the ires sequence in between the 

BxtXI and BamHI restriction sites from the backbone construct.  The pLenti-CAG-P2A-EGFP 

plasmid was cloned by removing the ires-GFP sequence in between the restriction sites  

BamHI and BrsGI and replacing it with a P2A-GFP gBlock sequence.  The P2A sequence 

contains a GSG linker in the 5’ and is flanked by AgeI restriction sites. An EcoRI restriction 

enzyme site was added adjacent to the 5’ AgeI site for cloning purposes.  To clone the pLenti-

CAG-Pcdhγc5-P2A-EGFP plasmid, the  pLenti-CAG-P2A-EGFP backbone was linearized at 

the EcoRI restriction site, and a PCR amplified mouse Pcdhγc5 coding sequence lacking the 

stop codon was cloned upstream of and in-frame with the P2A-GFP sequence. This construct 

was used to express two separate proteins PCDHγC5 and GFP from one single transcript. To 

clone the  pLenti-CAG-Pcdhγc4-EGFP (fusion construct), the  pLenti-CAG-ires-EGFP plasmid 

was digested with BamHI and BstXI to remove the ires sequence.  A PCR generated Pcdhγc4 

coding sequence lacking the stop codon and containing a two amino acid (Ser, Arg) linker was 

cloned upstream of and in-frame with the GFP coding sequence. This construct was used to 

express Pcdhγc4 fused to GFP. The pLenti-CAG-dEctoPcdhγc4-EGFP was cloned from the 

pLenti-CAG-Pcdgc4-EGFP backbone by digesting out the sequence in between AgeI and 
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XcmI sites and replacing it with the gBlock gC4deltaecto.  This construct was used to express 

Pcdhγc4 lacking the extracellular domain, but retaining the transmembrane and cytoplasmic 

domain which is fused to GFP. The pLenti-CAG-dCytoPcdgc4-EGFP  was cloned from the 

pLenti-CAG-Pcdgc4-EGFP backbone by digesting out the sequence in between BsmBI and 

BsrGI and replacing it with gBlock gC4deltacyto. This construct was used to express Pcdhγc4 

lacking the cytoplasmic domain, but retaining the extracellular and transmembrane domain 

which is fused to GFP. The pLenti-CAG-Pcdγc5-EGFP construct (Pchdgc5 fused to GFP 

sequence) was cloned from the pLenti-CAG-dEctoPcdgc4-EGFP plasmid backbone by 

digesting with BamHI and AgeI to remove a 594pb sequence and replacing it with the IDT 

gene block mPcdhγc5 Ex1-2gblock. This construct was used to express PCDHγC5 fused to 

GFP. Similarly, the pLenti-CAG-Pcdhγc3-EGFP construct was cloned from the pLenti-CAG-

dEctoPcdγc4-EGFP plasmid backbone by digesting with BamHI and AgeI to remove a 594pb 

sequence and replacing it with the IDT gene block mPcdhγc3 Ex1-2gblock.   This construct 

was used to express PCDHγC3 fused to GFP. 

 

Gene blocks. The following gBlocks used in the above cloning were ordered from IDT: P2A-

GFP, gC4deltaecto, gC4deltacyto, and mPcdhγc5 Ex1-2gblock as double stranded DNA 

sequences.   

 

Viruses.  The AAV-syn-GCaMP7f virus was purchased from addgene. All lentivirus used in this 

study were made in the laboratory or from the UCSF lentiviral core.   Briefly viruses were 

produced in Lenti-X 293T cells (TakaraBio).  Cells were grown to ≥90% confluency in 

maintenance media (DMEM/F-12,  15 mM HEPES, 2.5 mM GlutaMAX, 1% Pen/Strep, 10% 

FBS)  in  15cm plates coated with Poly-D-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich P7405) at final concentration of 

0.1mg per mL. Once cells reached the desired confluency, media was changed to DMEM/F-12 

+ 2% FBS.  Cells were transfected using TransIT®-293 Transfection Reagent (Mirusbio) and 
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Opti-MEM (Thermofisher).  After 6 to 12 hours post-transfection, the media was changed to 

lentivirus production media (DMEM/F-12, 15 mM HEPES, 2.5 mM GlutaMAX,  1% Pen/Strep,  

2% FBS) and 60μLof ViralBoost Reagent was added (ALSTEM) per 15cm plate.  Virus 

supernatant was collected 48 hour post-transfection, filtered through a 45μm filter, and 

precipitated with Lentivirus Precipitation Solution (ALSTEM) overnight following manufacturer’s 

instructions. The viral pellet from two 15cm plates was concentrated in a final volume of 100μl 

for Pcdh constructs and 200μl for the control construct.  

 

Viral infection of MGE precursor cells.  Following the dissociation of the MGEs, cells were 

concentrated by spinning in a table centrifuge for five minutes at 800g.  Cells were subsequently 

infected with 2-5 μLAdeno-associated virus (AVV) in a 50μLcell suspension in L15 or with 20-

150μL of lentivirus to an equal cell suspension volume.  For lentiviral infection, the cell pellet 

was subsequently resuspended in an equal volume of Lentivirus and L15 medium. The cell-

virus mix was incubated at 22-32C at 1000rpm (190rcf) for 3hours, while mixing every 30 

minutes.  For AVV virus infection, the cell pellet was subsequently resuspended in 50μl of L15 

medium and 2-5μl of virus and incubated at room temperature for 2 hours while mixing every 30 

minutes.  

 

Immunostaining. P21 and older mice were fixed by transcardiac perfusion with 10mL of ice-cold 

PBS followed by 10mL of  4% formaldehyde/PBS solution; 5ml of either solution was used for 

P15 and younger mice.  Brains were incubated overnight (12-24hrs) for postfixation at 4°C, then 

rinsed with PBS and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose/PBS solution for 48 hours at 4°C. Unless 

otherwise stated, immunohistochemistry was performed on 50 μm floating sections in Tris 

Buffered Saline (TBS) solution containing 10% normal donkey serum, 0.5% Triton X-100 for all 

procedures on postnatal mice.  Immunohistochemistry from embryonic tissue was performed on 

20 μm cryostat sections. All washing steps were done in 0.1% Triton X-100 TBS for all 
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procedures. Sections were incubated overnight at 4°C with selected antibodies, followed by 

incubation at 4°C overnight in donkey secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch 

Laboratories). Brain sections that had been transplanted with lentivirus infected MGE cells were 

incubated two nights in primary antibodies and overnight with secondary antibodies to enhance 

the viral expressed reporter GFP.  For cell counting and post hoc examination of marker 

expression, sections were stained using chicken anti-GFP (1:2500, Aves Labs, GFP-1020, 

RRID:AB_10000240), rabbit anti-RFP (Rockland), rat anti-tdTomato (Kerafast), mouse anti-

Reelin (1:500 MBL, D223–3, RRID:AB_843523), rabbit anti-PV (1:1000,  Swant PV27 ,  

RRID:AB_2631173), mouse anti-parvalbumin (anti-PV, 1:500, Sigma-Aldrich, P3088, 

RRID:AB_477329),  rat anti-somatostatin (SST, 1:500, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-7819, 

RRID:AB_2302603), anti-cleaved caspase 3 (1:400, Cell Signaling Technology, 9661L, 

RRID:AB_2341188),  rabbit anti-phosphohistone-H3 (1:500; EDM millipore, RRID:AB_310177 ), 

rabbit anti-Nkx2.1 (1:250, Life Technologies, RRID:AB_793532).  

Neuron Morphology analysis.  Recipient brains were co-transplanted with Gad1-GFP (WT 

Pcdhγ)  and Nkx2.1Cre-Ai14-Pcdhγfcon3/fcon3  (mutant Pcdhγ) MGE cIN precursors. Transplanted 

cells were identified in sections (50 µm) stained for GFP and tdTomato and analyzed at 6, 8, 10 

and 12 days after transplantation (DAT).  Neuron morphology was reconstructed from confocal 

image (20X objective-4X zoom) stacks taken at 1 μm intervals,  using Neurolucida software 

(MBF).  Sections with a relatively low density of GFP+ (WT) and TdTomato+ (Mutant) 

transplant-derived neurons (in order to clearly image individual cells) were selected and 

(145.31um2) fields tiled to cover all the visible processes.   All GFP+ (WT) and TdTomato+ 

(Mutant) positive neurons in these tiles were reconstructed.  Reconstructions of WT or mutant 

cells at 36 days post transplantation were carried out from confocal image (63X) stacks taken at 

0.5 μm intervals in brain sections (200 µm) stained against tdTomato and PV or SST.  Neuron 

morphometric analysis was done using Neurolucida Explorer.  

 

https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_10000240
https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_843523
https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_477329
https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_2302603
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RT-PCR. Total RNA was prepared from dissected cortex using Trizol (Invitrogen) and reverse-

transcribed by Quantiscript Reverse Transcriptase (Qiagen), using a mix of oligo-dT and 

random primers, according to the manufacturer's protocol.  

 

Slice electrophysiology. As in (Larimer et al. 2016, 2017; Priya et al. 2019), host animals were 

anesthetized and decapitated at 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 days after transplant. The brain was 

removed into ice-cold dissection buffer containing (in mM): 234 sucrose, 2.5 KCl, 10 MgSO4, 

1.25 NaH2PO4, 24 NaHCO3, 11 dextrose, 0.5 CaCl2, bubbled with 95% O2 / 5% CO2 to a pH of 

7.4. Coronal slices of visual cortex (200 µm thick) were cut via vibratome (Precisionary 

Instruments) and transferred to artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM): 124 

NaCl, 3 KCl, 2 MgSO4, 1.23 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, 10 dextrose, 2 CaCl2 (bubbled with 95% O2 

/ 5% CO2), incubated at 33°C for 30 min, then stored at room temperature. Fluorescently 

identified transplant-derived MGE-lineage cINs (tdTomato+ ;Pcdh-γfcon3/fcon3 or GFP; WT) were 

viewed using IR-DIC video microscopy. Whole-cell current-clamp recordings were made with a 

Multiclamp 700B (Molecular Devices) using an internal solution that contained (in mM): 140 K-

gluconate, 2 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 0.2 EGTA, 4 MgATP, 0.3 NaGTP, 10 phosphocreatine (pH 7.3, 

290 mosm). Data were low-pass filtered at 2.6 kHz and digitized at 10 kHz by a 16 bit analog-to-

digital converter (National Instruments). Data acquisition and analysis were done with custom 

software written in Matlab (https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/21903-

mphys). A Mann-Whitney (nonparametric) test, followed by multiple comparisons correction 

using the Benjamini-Hochberg stepdown method for control of false discovery rate (0.05 

familywise) was used for the determination of statistical significance for all comparisons of 

physiological properties.   

 

Statistical Analysis. The person carrying quantifications was blinded to the genotype, except for 

data shown in Supplement Figure  3, and Supplement Figure 6 and 7.  With the exception of 

https://paperpile.com/c/YqLpbY/n3Kh3+AfrdQ+E8od6
https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/21903-mphys
https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/21903-mphys
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slice electrophysiology data, all results were plotted and tested for statistical significance using 

Prism 8. All samples were tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Unpaired 

comparisons were analyzed using the two-tailed unpaired Student’s t test for normally 

distributed, and Mann-Whitney test for not normally distributed samples. For multiple 

comparisons analysis of one variable, either a one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s test was 

used to compare the mean of each column with the mean of every other column, or a Dunnett 

test was used to compare the mean of each column to the mean of the control group for 

normally distributed samples.  For samples with non-Gaussian distributions, a nonparametric 

Kruskal-Wallis test was performed followed by a post-hoc Dunn’s test. Two-way ANOVA with 

post hoc Sidak’s test was used for multiple comparisons with more than one variable. Outliers 

were identified using ROUT method with alpha set to 0.05.  
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